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This thesis· was not written for the purpose of condemn-
ing the city of Los Angeles. The author has lived in the 
valley sf.nce.1918 and has been present during the period of 
conflict. Perhaps, for this reason, he is not qualified to 
jud.ge the actions of the city. But the conclusions that 
have been made cri ticj.zing Los Angeles, the author sincere~ 
ly believes; have come as a result of the investigation 
necessary to write this paper. 
Even if it is granted that the criticisms are inspired 
by prejudice, if the reader accepts the facts presented in 
c·this thesis, or investigates the matter for himself, he will 
find that fair, j.mpartial committees have condemned Los 
.Angeles inor.e. severely than has been done in this paper. 
The state Legislature has deviated from its business of leg-
islating on two occasions to investi.gate the ci ty• s record 
in the valley. In both instances, with almost unanimous 
approval, the city has been severely criticized. 
Man~r authoi"3, journalists and engineers, who have been 
mentioned in the thesis, have made independent surveys of 
the controversy and in every instance they have become 
champions of Owens Valley. Morrov; Mayo, in his book ~ 
. }illgeles., bitterly denounces Los Angeles for its action in 
01vens Vafiey·. Judge Tiarlan·Palmer, who served as the pres-
ident of the water board, wrote in his paper, after retir-
ing from the board, that Los .Ange+es could never repay 






they might be in prices :Paid for property. 
After reading these opinions by fair and disinterested 
parties, and after investigating the facts, the author does 






Owens Valley is a long, slender region, about ten miles 
wide and one hundred miles long which is located between the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains on·the west and the White Mountains 
and Inyo Ran09 on the east. It extends through Inyo County 
~-· ·~.~--=~---=::~~=.:_:_~~~""-'"'=~~=~-
and on into the lower end of Mono County. This is Mary 
Austin's original "Land of Little Rain". 
In its natural state the valley supports little life 
except cactus, sagebrus£ and chaparral, tarantulas, horned 
toads and rattlesnakes. 
This country would be another Death Valley were it not 
for the Owens River which runs down through the center of 
.the valley and is fed by the melting of the eternal snows 
on the High Sierras. This river terminates at the lower 
end o:f the valley in a saline lake which has no outlet and 
is knovm as Owens Lake. The lake is a dead inland sea and 
the water has a high degree of soda in it which makes it 
useies~ for hrlr;ation purposes. At one time there was a 
water course which extended dovm through the lake and on 
dovm the valley, finally to dtunp into Searles Lake. How-
ever, a volcan:i.c eruption along the Coso range, just north 
of Little Lake, closed this water course and formed a low 
barrier which at present holds in the water of Owens Lake. 
1 Morrow Mayo, Los Angeles, 222 
2 
During most of tb.e year, with the exception of a small 
amount of territory on each side of the river, the valley 
in its natural state would be as dry as the Mojave Desert. 
However, Owens Valley has not been in its natural state for 
some seventy years. In the year 1861 the first settlers 
went into this valley in covered wagons, 'taking with them 
all their earthly belongings; seed, live stock, and crude 
~~------~te~lsr..----------------------------------------------------------------
., 
They settled along the river and near the outflowing 
canyon stream, dug irrigation ditches with hand tools, 
women wielding picks and shovels along with the men. Grad-
ually they turned little streams of water on the :parched 
land, an acre or so at a time. It was a slow process. 
For years these isolated pioneers battled earth, heat, 
disease, fa.'1line, floods, and Piute and Iviojave Indians. 
Slowly the desert bloomed--two narrow cultivated 
strips on each side of the river--two strips gradually 
widening as the water was led out from the stream, acre 
by acre. Farther and farther from the river hoL'lesteaders 
took up land. Finally, there were flood-diversion canals 
running dovm from the hills, and irrigation ditches running 
out five miles from the river, with homesteaders living 
nea:r them, and all wor!cing to build up the country. 
Gradually a part of this desert v~s transfonned into 
a rich agricultural valley. Along the river a series of 
little towns sprang up and prospered--Laws, Bishop, Big 
· Pine, Independence and Lone Pine. Unproductive acres 
blossomed into prosperous ranches, desert shacks became 
fine farmhouses, flanked by barns, silos, shade trees, 
and flowers. Roads and schoolhouses were built. There 
were 8000 people in Owens Valley. Their agricultural 
exhibits were among the finest at the state fairs. First 
prizes were captured year after year, in hard grains, 
apples, corn, and honey. , 
This is the picture of Owens Valley at the time the 
United States Reclamation Service sent agents into Owens 
Valley, in 1903. It was approximately the same time that 
Fred Eaton became interested in the valley for the purpose 




of obtaining water for the city of Los Angeles. From this 
period the fate of Owens Valley was definitely sealed. How-
ever, it took over twenty years for the city to carry out 
its plans for the destruction of the agricultural develop-
ment of the valley. 
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THE 0\'IEHS RIVER AQUEDUCT 
The story or the Owens River Aqueduct is the story of 
a great city builded on a desert that one day awoke to the 
very serious fact that it must stop growing or find more 
water for its uses. The city did not desire to stop grow"' 
ing, but there was no more water anywhere within. sight that 
it could obtain. It had utilized to.the utmost limit Ivery 
drop of water in every stream to which it had a right. 
5 
Before the coming of the white man, southern California 
was a desert·. l!'or many years after other sections of Cali-
·. fornia.were settled the southern part of the state remained 
unpopulated. It was not a ·country to attract the squatter 
or the lone settler and it was not settled until groups of 
people joined together into communities to combat. the ob-
stacles; then southern California blossomed like a rose. 
When the Mission San Gabriel was founded in 1771 and 
the pueblo of Los Angeles ten years later, there ~~s very 
little water anywhere between Tehachapi and San Diego. 
Although there are a nQ~ber of river beds through this sec-
tion of the country, during most of the year they are dry 
streaks of dust. 
The pueblo of Los Angeles had obtained its water from 
the Los Angeles river which has a considerable underground 
flow although there is very little water visible. There 
was sufficient water from this source for a small settle-
ment but when the "gringo" came, crowding into the village 
and insisted on Ina king a city, there was very soan a 
1 J'ohn Steven McGroarty, Los Angeles, 230 
. ~,. 
shortage of water. Engineers had succeeded in obtaining 
addi ti.onal supplies of water by drilling wells which were 
sufficient to meet the grov;th of popUlation until 1904. 
However, a series of dry years greatly diminished the sup-
ply from the rivers and caused the underground water level 
to be lowered several feet. The necessity for additional 
water supply was impressed on the water commissioners in 
6 
1904, when for ten days in duly the daily consump~t~i~o~n~e~x~----------­
ceeded the inflow into the reservoirs by four million gal-
lons. Temporary measures of conservation were used and 
excessive consumption was checked by meters. 
The popUlation of Los Angeles in 1905 was 200,000, 
and experts estimated that by 1925 the city would have ~ 
poptilat;ion of 400,000 and be tragically short of water. 
The city administration sent out engineers in all 
directions in a quest for water, but they reported there 
was no water to be had south of Tehachapi or west of the 
Colorado. 
Fred Eaton, at one time an engineer and still later 
the mayor of Los Angeles,. had been living in the beautiful 
Owens Valley, but in 1905 he came to Los Angeles with plans 
for a water supply for the city that was to solve the 
problem. 
Mr. Eaton, on his trips to Los Angeles from Owens 
Valley, with the eyes of an engineer, had naturally been 
interested in the physical characteristi-cs of the country. 
Knowing Los Angeles needed water so badly, he became 
7 
interested in trying to figure out some manner of getting 
the water to the city. After going over a possible route 
which an aqueduct would have to take he decided that it would 
be possible to carry the water from the Owens River to the 
city of Los Angeles. He was fearful lest the city government 
would not hazard such an enormous project and so he had plans 
to carry out the project by a private organization should his 
proposals be refused. 
Mr. Eaton came to Los Angeles in 1905 and put the plans 
for his project before the chief engineer of' the water de-
partment, 'Nilliam Mulholland. Mr. Mulholland and his aids 
were desperate and were willing to listen to any plan that 
had a possible solution for their water problem. Conse- . 
quently, he lrent into Owens Valley and spent forty days sur-
veying and covering the possible route of an aqueduct. At 
the end of that time he was convin~ed that the project was 
feasible and returned to Los Angeles to make his report 
recommending the project to the Board of Water Cormnissioners, 
estimating the cost at $25,000,000. These actions were kept 
secret for the fear that private interests hearing of the 
project would talce advantage of the opportunity to specu-. 
late, which would malce it impossible for the city to carry 
out the project. 
· · After this report had been made by the engineers, the 
':Jater Board, Mayor McAleer, City Attorney Matthews, Eaton 
and v:ulholland made the trip into the valley to inspect 
the proposed project. 1\!Ir. Eaton had obtained the water 
·--""* 4 % a;; . ; $0:144 _liU4ll#4l_4f ;;;sa; 4&S~ 
,, . . ,
:<;· 
8 
rights, options and contracts for the proposed sale of lands 
along the proposed route and these he was willing to sell and 
turn over to the city. The Water Board approved of the plan 
and agreed to buy Eaton's rights and took steps to safeguard 
the project by obtaining as many rights as possible. 
At this time the United States Reclamation Service was 
making surveys in the valley with plans for installing an 
extensive reclamation project. However, when they heard of 
----~.----------------------------~~--~--------~--------~----~-----------
the plans of the city of Los Angeles they abandoned their 
work in favor.of the city. Also, they joined with a com-
mittee from the Chamber of Commerce in presenting the matter 
to President Roosevelt and securing his approval of a bill 
confirming the city's right to use such public land as it 
might require. A special right of way act was passed by 
Congress in June, 1906, granting free right of use to the 
city of Los Angeles of all public lands required for canals, 
reservoirs and power plants in Inyo, Kern and Los Angeles 
coun"ties. 1 President Hoosevel"t withdrew by executive order 
. 
All these negotiations had been kept secret by the city 
officials. But in August, 1905, when l\Iulholland returned 
from Owens Valley, he took into his confidence Mr. J. o. 
1 Los Angeles, Department of Public Service, Complete Report 





Koepfli, president of the Chamber of Commerce, who took the 
matter to the board of directors of that organization. A 
special committee of investigation was sent into the valley 
to investigate the project and report upon the condition 
, of the water. This committee, after having the water anal-
yzed and studying the proposed route of the aqueduct, ap-
proved the project and strongly urged the people to vote 
the bond iaau_e. 
In July, 1905, the project was first m~de public in 
the Los Angeles Times. The announcement created a great 
sensation with the whole population. Here was the solu-
tion to the water problem which had confined the growth 
of the city. Now, as far as water supply was concerned, 
there was no limit to the city's growth. The engineers 
had estimated this water supply sufficient for a city with 
the population of two million. The aqueduct, with a drain-
age area of twenty-eight hundred miles, would bring 
260,000,000 gallons of water daily to the city.1 
The Chamber of Commerce and several other community 
organizations supported a bond issue of $1,500,000, which 
was carried by a vote of approximately fourteen to one. 
Engineer Mulholland had estimated the cost of construction 
at ~24,500,000 and this first bond issue was for the pur-
pose of carrying out the necessary preliminary work, such 
as surveys, purchase of lands and water rights.2 This cost 
1 McGroarty, .9..1?.• ill· 305 
2 John Chas. Kinsey, Romance of Water and Power, 20 
10 
was unparalleled in the history of municipalities, yet the 
need was so great and the confidence of the officials in 
their city so strong that the project was taken over without 
hesitation. 
In 1906 a board of engineers consisting of some of the 
most eminent engineers in the country were empl.oyed by the 
Water Board to make a survey of the project and an estimate 
of its cost. This board, consisting of Mr. Freeman, Stearns 
and Schuyler, estimated the cost at about $24,000,000 and 
approved of the project as being feasible. 1 
On .Tune 12, 190?,.another bond issue for $23,000,000 
was submitted to the voters and was approved by a vote of 
ten .to o;~:{2'· 
How that the project had been approved and finances 
voted for the construction work, the Department of Public 
Work& took charge, but an advisory committee was created, 
consisting of members from the Water Board and the Depart-
ment of Public Works, the Chief Engineer and aquedllct 
attorney. Mr. Mulholland had been the Chief Engineer for 
the city water department from the time it was talcen ov~r , 
by the mtmiclpali ty in 1902. He was not' employed as Chief 
Engineer for the construction of the aqueduct and with 
J. B. Lippincott and o. K. Parker as his assistants. 
The real construction work did not begin until Octo-
ber 1, 1908, although work on the Elizabeth tunnel, under 
1 Los Angeles Dept. of Public Service, 2£• Q!!. 265 
2 MeGroa:rty, 2£• ill• 233 
11 
the San Fernando mountains, was begun in October, 1907.1 
This tunnel was one of the most difficult obstacles to over-
come. It was 26,780 feet in length and ten by twelve feet 
in diameter, mostly through solid granite. It was begun 
earlier than the other construction because it was esti-
mated that it would take five years to complete. It was 
completed in the record time of forty months. 
mi ttee had worked out the .. following plan: 
The water was to be taken from the Owens river thirty-
five miles north of Owens lake. It was to be carried· 
through an open canal for sixty miles to a large reservoir, 
the Haiwee, with a capacity of' 20,000,000 gallons, then car-
ried another hundred and twenty-eight miles through combin-
ation conduits, tunnels and siphons to a reservoir at ]'air-
mont on tllr northern side of the proposed tunnel through 
the san Fernando mountains, the tunnel to be 26,870 feet in 
length and to be a pressure tunnel regulated by the reservoir 
at Fairmont. From the southern portal of the tunnel-the 
water would drop from the rapidly descending San Francisquito 
canyon, where big possibilities for power development ex-
isted, and by natural channels, tunnels, siphons and conduits, 
a distance of fifteen miles to the san Fernando reservoir and 
·~the upper end of the San Fernando Valley. The total distance 
of the aqueduct from the intake to ·the San Fernando reservoir 
would be 233 miles. 2 · . · 
This was the plan that took an army of five thousru1d men 
five years to complete, working under the difficulties of 
extreme desert heat in the summer and jus·!; as extreme cold 
mount~fn-\Vinter weather. 
' ',-
Before permanent construction could begin there was an 
enormous amount of :prelim.inary worlc so that permanent work 
1 Los Angeles Dept. of Public Service, Q£• ci.t. 68 
2 Ibid., 234 
,,,-: 
did not start until 1909. As a :part of this :preliminary 
work a hundred and twenty miles of railroad had to be con-
structed. .When the city began work on the aqueduct there 
was no railroad into the valley from the south, although 
there was a narrow-gauge which came into the northern end 
of the valley from the main line of the Southern Pacific 
at Mina, Nevada. Consequently they were faced with the 
12 
-~-----':p-r--e-b-lem-o-f-se-t-t-i-ng-the-i-r-e-qti-i-~me~.t-:f!-rem-t-ha--ma-i-n_:_re.-~l-rc-ad:------
line at Mojave into the valley. They considered hauling 
the :material by wagon but decided that the expense of con-
structing a road and the upkeep on the equipment, especially 
feed for the mules, would be greater than the construction 
of a railroad. City officials approached several companies 
but the Southern Pacific was the only one interested in the 
contract. They agreed to construct a broad-gauge road into 
Olancha, on Owens lake, if the city would guarantee them a 
sufficient amount of freight to warrant the expense. The 
engineers estimated there would be fourteen million tons 
of freight shipped north of Mojave, which was a considerable 
inducement to the railroad company. Bids were advertised 
for and on April 10, 1908, the Southern Pac:tfic signed a con-
tract for the construction of the railroad, which was com-
plated in 1910. 
Foi' !Jlany miles across the Mojave Desert there was no 
water available for use in the construction. A pipe line 
virtually paralleling the aqueduct was laid from the intake 
to San Fernando. Branch lines were laid up the canyons to 
. ~ -,,,, . ..,-,-.. "'" ,., "' 
.-...;;,;,...;.,-.;,,".;"'~--~;;,;.-,;."'·:- .. ' . ,, ' '•-''''""'"''·'~--' 
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camps for water supply, the total mileage of pipe laid be-
ing 260 miles at a cost of $229,000. 
Two power plants were constructed in Owens Valley, the 
cottonwood plant and the Division Creek No. 2, also 218 
miles of transmission lines.l 
Telephone and telegraph lines had to be laid from the 
main offices in Los Angeles to the intal~e in Owens Valley, 
--~-----a-di~~antre-of-2~iJJITtles. ~the telephone lines two ~m­
ber Two copper wire lines were erected. 
The roads· into the valley were very inadequate, many 
of them being only trails. The Gray Ridge road into the· 
Jawbone camps, a distance of about nine miles, cost $44,000 
to construct. A total of five hundred five miles of.roads 
and trails were constructed at a cost of 4~279, 300 with the 
total maintenance costing $33,140.2 
Fifty-seven camps had to be established with suitable 
housing to protect from smmner. heat and winter storms on 
the desert. The cost of housing amolmted to $341,544. 
Provisions had to be made for a vast quantity of 
cement needed for the lining of conduits and tunnels. For 
this purpose the city bought thousands of acres of land in 
the Tehachapi mountains covering the necessary deposits of 
. limestone and clay, A cement mill costing $550,000 was 
built on the Cucldebacl( ranch five miles east of Tehachapi 
1 Los Angeles Dept. of Public Servj.ce, 2.12.· ill• 68 




on the main line or the Southern Pacific railroad. This 
plant is lmown as the :Monolith mill and has a capacity ot 
a thousand barrels a day. The output of this mill for use 
in construction of the aqueduct was not adequate and an. 
additional 200,000 barrels were obtained from other sources, 
a total of over a million barrels of cement being used. 
One hundred thirty-five thousand acres of land had to 
reservoirs. This was not an easy task as is seen by the 
difficulties that developed in the Owens Valley over this 
matter. 
These are some of the gigantic preliminary problems 
which had to be solved before the permanent construction 
could begin. That this ~urk was efficiently and capably 
handled is evident by the fact that permanent construction 
could begin in October, 1908. 
After this preliminary worlc had been completed there 
I 
remained the actual work of constructing the aqueduct. 
This, briefly, is the task faced by the engineers. The 
tunnels required ·the greatest amo=t of time; there were 
142 which totaled 53 miles in length. Twelve miles of 
steel siphon, from 7-'k to lli feet in dia.meter and 1 1/8 
to 1/4 inches in thickness, had to be laid; 34 miles of 
open unlined conduit had to be laid and 39 miles of open 
concrete-lined conduit had to be constructed, 97 miles 
of covered conduit at a cost of !,~10,000 a mile had to be 
con1:pleted and three large reservoirs, I-Iai wee, Fairmont 






r- and San Fernando, had to be constructed,l Tinemaha reser-
voir, just south of Big Pine, has been constructed in the 
last few years but does not add greatly to the storage. 
This is due to the volcanic formation or the soil which is 
porous and permits considerable seepage. 
15 













were driven, sixteen miles of concrete cond,uit completed,_'~~~~~'! 
1 
-~ rour miles of open canal in Owens Valley dug, and a rate of 
progress established that would have brought the water into 
the San Fernando reservoir in the fall of 1912, had there 
been no delay in providing run.ds. However, in 1910, due to 
the lack or finances, construction work almost ceased for 
several months. At the time of the shut-down there were 
four thousand men at work and within a few weeks there were 
only one thousand employed. ~1is gives an idea of how great-
' .. • 
'ly the,work was hampered. 
The first head or water which was turned into the aque-
duct, in May, 1913, blew out the tunnel in Sand Canyon, 
which had to be replaced with steel siphon, and delayed the 
opening or the aqueduct until November, 1913. 
On November 5, 1913, a crowd of thtrty thousand people 
gathered at the outlet or the aqueduct in San Fernando to 
celebrate the completion of the greatest of all municipal 
projects. 'Nhen the gates were opened and the water came 
rushing from the aqueduct, Chief Engineer Jaulholland was 
















asked to make an address. It consisted of three words: 
"There it is." 
Mr. McGroarty, in his boolc, California, calls the 
construction of the Los .~geles Aqueduct the fifth great 
miracle in California development. This great project so 
efficiently and ably carried out is truly a great achieve-
ment and the men who are res·oonsible_fn?-its-susce-ss-aesaT:Ve~----
a great deal of praise for their success which is very large-
ly responsible for the present prosperity of Los Angeles. 
·-' 
CHAPTER III 
LOS ANGELES GAINS CONTROL 
17 
[ In the preceding chapter the technical side of the 
t aq_ueduct construction was discussed, but before the actual 
' 
construction could begin there was, naturally, a great deal 
of political maneuvering to be done. This period began 
with the entrance of the Reclamation Service into Owens 
Valley in dune, 1903. 
d. c. Clausen, under instructions from d. P. Lippin-
cott, supervising engineer for California, came into Owens 
Valley for the purpose of investigating the feasibility of 
a reclamation project. 'J.'he projec·t was welcot'l:ld by the 
local citizens and they endeavored to aid it in every man-
ner possible. Mr. Lippincott stated that plans had been 
made for the development of a \~tar system that would put 
an additional 100,000 acres of land in the valley under 
cultivation. This land would be sold to the farmers at 
the governmental cost of ~il.25 an acre plus the cost of 
bringing the water to the land, which would amount to about 
023 an acre.l However, in order that the government might 
do this it would be necessary for the local people to turn 
over to the Service all permits for power and reservoir 
sites. Eight reservoir sites had already been located by 
enterprising citizens before the Reclamation Service came 
into the valley. Nevertheless, these were gladly released 
1 Andrae B. Nordskog, Report of Southwest 1/Ja.ter League Con-
cerning Owens Valley, Calif. Senate Journal, l.iay 11, 1933 
····~-~--,----· ~. ___ _,_ ____ _.._ ..... ..,.....,..,,.. ... _ ...... ,,. ... ,,,,.,...,._111'"'111" llilPi'Jll\''B!Iil''""' -· -QZ& .. · b'""Y""'W'il!Wiii.' .. , S 
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to the Service in order to facilitate the developm:etrt. Also, 
in order to demonstrate to authorities the favorable. attitude 
of the local people to the project, a petition was circulated 
and about 90 per cent of the owners who would be affected by 
the project signed it. It was generally understood that in 
case the governroont did not carry through its plans the pri-
ority rights of the local people would be restored. 
The reclamation plans which had been formulated by 
Clausen, after making surveys and investigations in the 
valley, were: A reservoir in Long Valley toward the head of 
the Owens River, with a dam 140 feet high, to impound 260,000 
acre feet o'f.' water; canals sl{irting the Sierra and White 
Mountain ranges, on the west and east sides of ·t;he valley, 
commanding all the land; and drainage of certain areas. He 
estimated the water supply in average years to be 502,286 
second feet of surface water, 26,820 second feet of return 
water at Fish Springs, this including water developed by 
drainage, and 9,859 second feet of minor storage, a total 
of 538,965 second feet available for irrigation. With the 
duty of water placed at four second feet per acre, this 
supply would provide for lands in use and irrigate 106,241 
acres of new land. The total cost would be about $2,243,398, 
The specific cost per acre for the water would be $21.58. 
~1is did not include other costs. Twenty-eight different 
reclamation projects were being built or considered, the 
cost ranging in these as high as ~86 an acre; the average 
was $30.97, Only in two of the projects could the water be 
19 
placed on the land more cheaply than in Owens Valley.l· 
A board of engineers met in San Francisco July 27th 
and 28th, 1905, consisting of D. c·. Henry, L. H. Taylor and 
IV. H. Sanders, to pass upon the project, as wa:s the practice. 
At this mee·ting J. ·p, Lippincott agreed as to the feasibility 
i but advocated that the whole enterprise be placed at the dis-





but the board, naturally following the advice of the chief 
of the Service in California, failed to approve the project. 
It has been rather conclusively proven by documents 
quoted by W. W. Chalfant in his Story of Inyo that Mr. Lip-
pincott was being employed by the city of Los Angeles at 
the same time that he was occupying the important govern-
mental office as head of the Reclamation Service in Calif-
ornia. Also, Mr. Nordsk.og, in his Southwest Water League 
report to the state Senate, states that Mr. Lippincott re-
ceived the sum of $5,000 for all charts, maps, surveys, 
stream measurements and water rights relating to Owens Val-
ley, which were acquired by the Service. 2 .After the plan 
for getting water for Los Angeles in Owens Valley was re-
vealed, Lippincott resigned from the Service and became an 
engineer for ·!;he city of Los Angeles. 
1 w. A. Chalfant, Story of Inyo, Rev. ed, 1933, 340 
2 Hordsl;:og, .2£• ill• 7 
\ 
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It is not known definitely just when Lippincott became 
active in his efforts on behalf of Los Angeles. In Au~~st, 
1903, Lippincott and Fred Eaton, who has been mentioned in 
a preceding chapter, were on the head waters of the Owens 
River. It was probably at this time that the two were mak-
ing plans for the transfer of the Owens Valley water to Los 
Angeles. 
l~~~~~--,r•n,----,S"e"'p"'t"e'"'fub~e"'r;-,----.lcr9"0<A4',----.:l:.l~· r:;-,----,L"ir:;;p:::;p::-::ic;:n:-;c:-;o::;t:-:;t:-,----:.i,:;n=--:a=--=r=e::p:::o::r:::;t:-:;t~o:-::;· t:-;h:-:e~~~~~-
1 Secretary of the Interior, stated that the city of Los An-
f gales desired to divert water from Owens Valley for domes-
tic use in that city, On February 10, 1904, he wrote to 





There is a possibility of our not constructing the 
Owens Valley project, but of our stepping aside in favor 
of the city of Los Angeles. It seems to me that the town 
should pay the cost of this work of sounding at the dam 
site, etc.l 
In the fall of 1904 Mr. Eaton began his purchasing of 
land in Owens Valley and continued in the work during the 
following spring, In this work he seems to have had at 
least the moral support of Mr. Lippincott. He certainly 
had access to all the maps and charts held by the Reclama-
tion Service, In making these purchases of land and water 
rights he has been accused of representing himself as an 
agent of the Service with the power to conderQll the ranch 
land if the farmers would not sell. Of course, the farm-
ers were anxious to aid the project and ~rere willing to 
co-operate. 
1 
. Chal rant, 9l?.. cit. 341 
f 
l 
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Mr. Nordskog, in his Senate report, makes :the statement: 
The agent for the city of Los Angeles posed as an offi-
cer for the United States Reclamation Service, displaying a 
badge which was allegedly loaned to him by l!ir. Lippincott. 
I have positive proof of these statements, which proof in-
cludes the acknoviledgment of Lippincott's own superiors in 
Washington, D. c., that this practice was carried on.l · 
s. w. Austin, Register of the land office at Indepen-
dence, wrote to the Secretary of Interior, July 27, 1905: 
----c'--------~In----t-he-sp~i-P..-g-o-f-l£1-0-5-,-E-re-d--Eat-o.n-ac_c_o:mpante-d--Li;p-J.Ji.n ... - ____ _ 
cott to the proposed site of the reservoir in Long Valley • 
• _ •••• Mr. Eaton returned to the valley, representing 
himself as Lippincott's agent in examining right-of-way 
applications for power purposes which had been filed with 
the government. He had then in his possession maps which 
had been prepared by the Reclamation Service. 
In April, 1905, Eaton began to secure options on land 
and water rights in Owens Valley to the value of about a 
million .. dollars. In June and J"uly most of these options 
were taken up and the said purchaser now owns all the pat-
ent_ed .land covered by the government reservoir in Long 
Valley, and also, ri.parian and other rights along the river 
for about fifty miles.2 
After Mr. Eaton had obtained, by purchase and optlon, 
as much land as necessary for the carrying out of his pro-
ject, he tool( into his confidence Mr. Mulholland, who was 
chief engineer for the Los P.Jigeles Water Department. Mr. 
Mulholland and a group of bankers came into the valley and 
after investigating the possibilities of the project, approved 
of it, The presence of this group, accompanied by Eaton,. 
aroused the suspicion of the farmers, plus the rumors which 
were comtng from Los Angeles that the city wanted the water. 
At the se.me time, Mr. Lippincott began to hint to the people 
of Owens Valley that the reclamation project might be abandoned. 
1 Nordskog, 212.• cit. 6 
') 
N Chalfant, on • ........ cit. 342 
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In May, 190~, the deal for purchasing Eaton's property 
and options by''the city was made. He was to retain the land 
in Long Va~ley as a range for the cattle which he had ac-
quired in his negotiations. However, he was to grant to the 
city an easement for the lands necessary for the construction 
f r, of a 100-foot storage dam in Long Valley. 
' 
In obtaining his options on the riparian water rights 
along the Owens River, Eaton used the "checkerboard" or 
"spot-zone" system; that is, he followed the irrigation can-
als from the river, obtaining options, if possible, on every 
other ranch on each side. Although he did not own all the 
water rights for fifty miles along the river, he did have 
rather effective control. 
Now that the reclamation project had been killed, and 
Eaton had obtained the most strategic water rights and re-
servoir locations, there was no further work for 1~. Lip-
pincott in Owens Valley. In March, 1906, he was superseded 
by L. H. Taylor. However, he still retained his position 
with the Service until J"uly when he accepted a month's pay 
and went to worlc for the city of Los Angeles as an assi-stant 
to Mulholland, taking with him all data accumulated in Owens 
Valley. 
This data told the stor:~r of what could be done and what 
had been planned for Ovmns Valley, and gave the ownersiip, 
value and status of every piece of land in the valley. 
Taylor, who had taken Lippincott's place, found nothing 
to do in ·the valley because the project had been killed a 







year earlier by the report of the engineering committee. 
The Los Angeles city council made a request to the Reclama-
tion Service for abandomnent of the project, in November, 
1906. The formal proclamation of abandonment was not issued. 
until July, 1907, about two years after Eaton had obtained 
his water rights. 
As was stated in one of the preceding chapters, during 
the first two years of the negotiations by city off'icial_s,__ ____ _ 
for Owens Valley water, the plans were kept secret from the 
people of Los Angeles. Mr. Mayo states in his book 1£§.· 
Angele~ that it was not necessary in 1903 for Los Angeles 
to have more water than could be developed locally, but 
that the whole Owens Valley project was a real estate spec-
ulation deal. 
A select group of public spirited Los Angeles business 
men, bankers, and real-estate operators hit upon a great 
idea. It was a fantastic schenie, but they were men of 
vision. They decided to buy i.:p the worthless San Fernando 
Valley land, acquii'e control of Owens River, and then: 
frighten taxpayers of Los Jl..ngeles into paying for a huge 
aqueduct to bring the water down 250 miles over mountain 
and desert to give Los Angeles an added water supply and, 
incidentally, to use a great portion of the water to irri-
gate the San Fernando Valley and thus convert that desert 
region into a fertile farming section.l 
After the aqueduct was constructed and a reservoir 
located at the u'pper end of San Fernando Valley, where the 
aqueduct ended, 30 miles from Los Angeles, real estate val-
ues jumped from o(i20 an acre to ;;2000 an acre in that valley. 
!,Ir. Mordskog says that rich land speculators made ::'ilOO, 000,000 
vrith stolen vrater in san Fernando Valley. As late as 1923 
;t. 'Ta ' · t ?24 . '''" yo' .QQ• 21:__· ~ -
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the irrigators in San Fernando Valley took the entire flow 
of the Owens River Aqueduct, even to the peak load of 470 
second feet for a period of 30 days during that summer, 
without one gallon of water from the aqueduct going into 
the municipal domestic supply of Los Angeles. 1 
Mr. Lippincott, in his report to the connnittee of en~ 
gineers, had stated that Los Angeles wanted the water for 
domestic u::.es. In later reports to the Federal government, 
and even to President T.· R. Roosevelt,· city representatives 
made it clear that the water was to be used for domestic 
purposes within the city of Los Angeles. President Roose-
velt was persuaded to strike out the provision against 
using the water for irrigational purposes on the assurance 
by the city representatives that the water would be used 
only for domestic purposes. Some of the water might be used 
for irrigating gardens and s:wall agricultural plots, but a 
restriction in the Aqueduct Bill would prevent such usage. 
In order to live up to the promdse which was made to the 
president, the promoters of the aqueduct scheme put on an 
annexation program. As a result, 100,800 acres of desert 
land. were annexed to the city of Los Angeles. \'later which 
had been paid for by the people of the 
was used to irrigate this territory at 
city of Los Angeles 
a ra\e approximately 
~ 
ten per cent of the cost of bringing the water to Los Angeles. 
llr. Mulholland said he owned land in San Fernando Valley, 
and was one of the officers who helped set the rate of one 






cent per inch per hour for use of the water. In a report 
made by a People's Board, in 1912, Job Harriman, a candi-
date for mayor, brought out the evidence that Otis of the 
Los Angeles Times and Earl of the Ex;press had in 1903 taken 
five-year options on San :B'ernando Valley tracts.l 
Many people have pointed out that it was necessary to 
sacrifice Owens Valley for the greater good of the greater 
number. President Theodore Roosevelt and Chief Forester 
Pinchot justified their actions in favoring the aqueduct 
bill on this basis. Also, apologists for Los 1lngeles say, 
even if the water was used for the development of San Fer-
nando Valley the action was justifiable because of the tre-
mendous increase of values in that valley. Agriculture 
runs into millions of' dollars in value and its worth has 
increased $,300,000,000. 
Owens Valley spokesmen say that the same results could 
have been attained without ruining Owens Valley. This 
could have been accomplished by a practical, sensible, and 
far cheaper system of preserving the flood waters instead 
of relying on taking the surface water from the valley. 
l7hen the aqueduct was constructed 1 ts intake was simply 
stuck into the Owens Hiver at Charley's Butte, a point 
about fifteen miles above Independence, without any kind 
of a reservoir to provide for the storing of water during 
the flood seasons. Plans were made for the construc>cion 
of a reservoir in Long Valley and one nine miles south of 
1 Chalfant, .912.• cit. 356 
........... _______________________ ,,. 
~; 
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Big Pine at Tinemaha. The reservoir at Tinemaha has been 




the earth-filled dam, it is not very effective because of 
seepage. The Long Valley dam has not as yet been built. 
This is due very largely to a personal feud which developed 
between Fred Eaton and wm. Mulholland. Plans had been made 
for a 100-foot dam and Eaton had given an easement to the 
city for lands which would be flo_oded_lJ;y_such-a-I'ese~vei-r~.~-----; 
He refused to permit the city to build a lligher dam unless 
they bought his land in Long Valley. This Mulholland re-
fused to do. Mulholland's position with the city council 
and the water department was that of dictator and his opin-
ion was the policy of these two groups. Also, the local 
farmers in Owens Valley Wllo still had control of the ditches 
opening from the river refused to permit the water of' the 
river being interfered with unless a dam at least 140 feet 
high was constructed. The Southern Sierras Power Company 
had gained cmr~rol of a mile of the Owens River Gorge, a 
short distance below the proposed dam site, and a deal with 
them had to be made before the dam could be constructed. All 
of these things have prevented the construction of the dam, 
although in the year 1923 the city spent, according to an 
editorial in the Los Angeles ~'imes, $1,300,000 at the pl·o-
posed dam site.l On December 12, 1916, Los Angeles represen-
tatives applied to the state for a per1ut to build a 150-foot 
dam; this application was renewed in 1923 but as yet no dam 
1 Chalfant, .912.• cit. 382 
27' 
has been constructed in Long Valley. 
In the spring of 1927, Editor Frederick Faullcner, of 
the Sacrrunento Union, came in person into Owens Valley to 
learn the truth about the controversy. In one of his art-
icles, published in Earch, 1927, he told of engineers' find-
ings that the Long Valley site would support a dam of any 
construction; that one 165 feet high and 525 feet long would 
impound approximately 350,000 acre feet of water; and that 
r l proper conservation of the water coming down from the var-
f . 
' 
ious streams in the valley would have produced a total vol-
ume sufficient to have kept under cultivation the 80,000 
acres of first-class farming land and still have given Los 
Angeles twice as much every day in the year as any day since 
the aqueduct entered service. These are facts of record 
from government engineers and the city's own engineers.l 
This report seems to indicate that the greatest good for 
the greatest number was not provided for and that this would 
have been accomplished by a practical, sensible system of 
conserving the flood waters in the valley. It certainly 
seems that it would be necessary to have some form of stor-
age ahove the aqueduct intal;:e. 
In June, 1906, Senator Frank P. :Flint of Los Angeles 
introduced in the United States Senate a bill giving his 
.city.~).'lee,p.;!,ng pr5.vileges in acquiring in fee simple an 
2 a([ued.tic;t right of way, reservoir sites, and public -llimds. ·" 
1 Chalfant, ££• cit. 357 
2 Chalfant, op. cit. 354 
This was known as the Aqueduct Bill. It met little 
opposition in the Senate but had a more difficul·t time in 
the House -of Representatives. Sylvester C. Smith, repre-
senting Inyo County, was a member of the public lands com-
mittee to which the bill was referred. It was in this 
committee hearing that the controversy arose over whether 
the water was to be used by Los Angeles for domestic pur-
of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce made the statement 
in this hearing "that the city charter would not permit 
bonds to be issued to supply water except within the city" •1 
It was also at this time that Senator Flint assured Presi-
dent Roosevelt that the water was to be used for domestic 
purposes and persuaded the president to strike out the pro-
vision limiting the use of the water. After objections 
were silenced by these promises the bill was ··passed and 
signed by the president. 
Another step taken by the city in its campaign for 
water was a departmental order of February 20, 1906, from 
Gifford Pinchot, at that time chief of the United States 
Forest Service, withdravdng a great portion of the desert 
land of Owens Valley into a Federal forest district. 
Additional withdrawals were made at intervals covering the 
whole of Owens Valley and totaling approximately 200t000 
acres I!Yf land. One of the reasons given for the withdrawal 
was tl1e protect ion of :the purity of the aqueduct, although 
.1 Chalfant, .22.• cit. 354 
this should not have been or any concern to Mr. Pinchot. 
Additional settlement of vacant land at that period ' 
was not desired by the aqueduct promoters.for such develop-
ment might reduce the water supply available for the 
scheme. Los Angeles• bureaus headed off such possibilities 
by the simple expedient of having the Forest Service with-
draw all vacant land in the Owens Valley watershed on the 
pretense of its being forest.l 
Pinchot•s order stopped development in the valley be-
cause it closed the government's desert land to homesteading, 
'~-----:Mr-;-Fincnot was dismissed from office by President· Taft 
' 
in January, 1910. The following February a presidential 
order restored more than 2?5,000 acres of land in Owens 
Valley to entry for homesteading. 
Although in July, 1905, the city of Los Angeles had 
made lmovm to the world. her plans for obtaining water in 
Owens Valley, no definite proposal for the development of 
the water had ever been made to farmers of the valley. 
Probably the city officials hed formulated no definite 
policy or had failed to understand the size and importance 
of the project. A 250-mile aqueduct was built without any 
adequate provisions for a water supply or for storage fac-
Hities at the intake. In fact, the mouth of the aqueduct 
was stucl~ into the Owens River before the city o>med a ma-
jority of the v~ater rir;hts along the river. 
Owens Valley people, from the beginning of the ci ty• s 
operations in the valley, were naturally cUsturbed as to the 
course of development which the city proposed to take. 
This created an atmosphere of uncertainty which was injurious 
1 
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to the normal growth of industries and business in the val-
ley. Representatives of the valley had repeatedly urged 
the city to define a policy of their activity in the valley 
so that disturbed affairs might be settled and a basis of 
future plans reached. However, no results from these urg-
ings was obtained until April, 1913, when a conference was 
l held at Bishop. Los .Angeles was represented by Wm. Mulhol-
~~· ------~--------------------------~----------------------------------------~ 
!, land, YiJ. B. Matthews and J'ohn Shenlc, the latter a candidate 






T. M. Kendrick, Harry Shaw, Fred Eaton (who had become a 
city opponent), George Collins, C~orge Watterson, C. W. 
Geiger, U. G. Smith and C. E. Bell. Certain points were 
agreed upon, although no defintteplan of future action 
was defined by the city representatives. 
The valley people were to store water on Big Pine 
Creek; to have the right to drain their lands into Owens 
River; to irrigate all land that would be Ir.B.de dry by Long 
Valley storage. 
The city was to assist in the adoption of the Clarke 
taxation amendment; not to interfere wtth underground 
water; to withdraw opposition to the reopening of' public 1 lands for settlement; to ad];'J. t rights of existin,g ditches. 
These agreements were to be brought up in a friendly 
suit by the city in order to give force to them by a court 
decree. Agatn there vms a long delay without any results 
being evident. Finally the city representatives informed 
the valley people that a Los Angeles taxpayer had brought 
a suit against the city to prevent the agreements being made. 
There the matter died, in some Los Angeles pigeon-hole. 
1 Chalfant, 2£• £11· 3?3 
1 
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During the next ten years no material changE> occurred 
in the relations between Los Angeles and the valley. City 
officials assured valley representatives that Los Angeles 
31 
In Janua17, 1921, a conference was held in Los Angeles 
'----'! ~e~vree-n-tne-re:r;n'E>smrt-atives or i;he two sections. The out-
come of this meeting was a docuraent which only two of the 
valley representatives would sign. It provided for the 
storage of V.JS.ter in Long Valley by the construction of a 
100-foot dam, despite the fact that a dam of this height 
had always been opposed by the ranchers. As a result, no 
real agreement was reached and nothing was settled. 
In the years 1921-22, Owens Valley probably reached 
the peak of its prosperity and the largest extent of its 
agricultural expansion. But during this period a cycle of 
dry years had occurred which had a profound effect upon the 
future of the community. Light snowfall in the Sierras 
durine; the winters resuli;ed in a subnormal flow in the 
streams and brought to the attention of city representatives 
that the surface run-off from the streams could not l:Je de-
pended upon to supply the aqueduct during the summer months. 
The city must have more water. Instead of providing for 
storage of flood waters, the plan was to gain more water 
rights and surface water. This started the ranch-buying 











districts and.the agricultural life of the valley. This 
also started a period of conflict which at times threatened 
to develop into a civil war and did result in destruction 
of a great deal of property and several deaths due to 
suicide. 
-----:--------------·--------· 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE BEGINHING OF T'.dE CONFLICT 
In the year 1922, a great deal of discussion had been 
going on among the farm groups about forming an irrigation 
district. There was very little opposition from the local 
ranchers. Attorney Matthews of Los Angeles had expressed 
of diversion from the river. This would present a united 
front to the encroachment of the city and was considered 
by most ranchers as a wise .protective step. 
On December 28, 1922, an election was held at which 
the plan was approved by the overwhelming vote of 596 to 
27. Plans were made for the il,ifferent ditches, the McNally, 
the Bishop Creek and the Owens River, to transfer their 
rights to the district for an agreed compensation. Another 
election was held in August, 1923, in which, by a vote of 
702 to 80, it was decided to issue ~:1,650,000 bonds. Most 
of this sum was to be paid to the ditch companies for com-
pensation, although 0150,000 was to be used for construction 
works for the distribution of the river-flow. 
Before any further action was taken on the project, 
George Watterson and IJilliam Symons, two Inyoi tes who had 







Hall, a local attorney, had busied themselves taking options 
on the ranches on the McNally ditch. This ditch, which be-
gins in the Laws region, extends down the east side of the 
valley and is one of the oldest ditches in the district. 
These men had lived in Owens Valley for many years and had 
the confidence of the local people. But, as was later dis-
covered, they were acting as agents for the city. They have 
using deceit and misrepresentation in their efforts to pur-
chase enough ranches to gain control of the ditch. They 
were successful in gaining options on about two-thirds of 
the McNally ditch area, each option carrying the right to 
vote its water stock, The city now ignored the minority 
owners on the ditch. Their property was isolated and the 
ranches on all sides were being dried up, causing a depre-
ciation j_n the value of their rroperty. •rhey could not ob-
tain loans on their land, neither could ti1ey sell to any-
one except the city. Consequently the city's agents ob-
tained the remaining ranches on the ditch at practically 
their own price. 
At the time the irrie;ation district project was being 
proposed, the ~~cNally di tell board had agreed to turn over 
its water rights to the district along with the other 
ditches. :O:owever, Symons, who had sold his property at a 
! good price and was getting a commission from the city, was 
r 
l president of the r.:cNally ditch board. Also, the majority 




































natural action of the board was to oust all of the loyal 
Inyo directors and replace them with city dummies. The 
board then rescinded its agreement with the irrigation dis-
trict and proceeded to vote to sell the ditch with its 7000-
inch right for 1,1175, 000--1~25 an inch for the water--to the 
city of Los Angeles. 1 
Despite this development, the irrigation district 
issued the (,\1, 650,000 worth of bonds and gained the appr_o-v .... -.__ ____ _ 
al of the state authorities for their sale. The sale of 
the bonds was advertised and buyers for the whole issue 
were in Bishop when Charles Winters and Fred Heitman, two 
local ranch owners, brought suit to enjoin the sale of the 
bonds. The comnon belief in the community was that these 
men had been persuaded by city representatives to bring the 
suit. The serving of their complaint stopped the sale of 
the bonds. The case was promptly dismissed by the court 
but the damage had been done. The bonds were re-advertised 
for sale but buyers had been frightened ·by the litigation 
and only :)471,500 worth of the issue was sold, at a large 
discount. 
During the spring of 1923, the city discovered that 
she had bought something which she could not get. Tl1e 
river flow was not sufficient to take care of the needs of 
the ditches and there was naturally no overflow going dorm 
the river to the aqueduct. The ci t~r had paid a large amount 
of money for the laJld under the McNally ditch expecting to 
i 





leave the land dry and permit the water to flow down the 
river to ·the aqueduct and finally into }Iaiwee reservoir. 
However, just a few miles below the T\:cNally ditch on the 
river, the Big Pine canal was ready to receive whatever 
river flow came that far, and no water went past that point 
during the dr; season, The city's agents submitted an 
agreement draft in July, 1923, proposing that the river 
flow be distributed, 67% to the ditches west of the river, 
33~~ to the city lands in the McNally area and south and this 
portion be permitted to pass on down the channel of the riv-
er to the aqueduct. This proposal was promptly l'ejected 
by the Big Pine ditch. Its position was that the Mcnally 
,. d 
ditch area had the right to 337o of the water if it was used 
on the land but that any water not used belonged to diver-
sion canals lovmr down the stream. They maintained this 
posj.tion and tooll: all water coming down the river. This 
difference resulted in the first overt act in the centro-
versy. 
'!V, F. Hines, president of the Big Pine ditch company, 
was on his way to Bishop to discuss the water situation 
with city and valley men, and the shortest route was along 
his ditch. .The headgates of the Big Pine ditch were at the 
point of a long bend in the river and here Hines found a 
force of city workmen with scrapers digging a new channel 
across ·the necl< of the land. Had they been parmi tted to 
cont;Lnue, the river would soon have cut a new channel and 














a group of riflemen who put a stop to the work. and prevent-
ed it. from being continued. Although no violence occurred, 
this was the first use of force. in the controversy, and was 
the beginning of a stormy period in which force was freely 
used by both sides, 
During the same month a small storage dam at the lower 
end of Convict Lake was dynamited by city employees. This 
water eventually reached Owens River by way of Convict 
Creek. 
Another one of the early acts of violence was comrni tted 
by valley men. I .. c. Hall, although a local attorney having 
the confidence o:f the local people, turned against them and 
became one of the city's agents in the buying of the. McNally 
ditch. This action caused him to receive a great deal o:f 
local critici~m and this feeling was fanned by his defiant 
utterances to the criticisms. It culminated in a party of 
men entering a restaurant where he was eating on the main 
street of Bishop one evening in August, 1923, his being 
seized and put into an automobile and released several miles 
south of Bishop. Fe was warned to leave the valley and 
never to return. His business affairs and property were 
disposed of by friends as he has never again been seen in 
the valley. 
The city couldn't get the water she had purchased so 
it was now up to her either to build the Long Valley darn 
and store more flood water or purchase more land in order 
to get most of the surface water. The reasons already 
l 
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given for not building the Long Valley dam were still good, 
so the only course left for the city was a wholesale cam-
paign of land buying. This was naturally centered in the 
Big Pine area as the water could not be taken down the 
river until the city controlled the Big Pine ditch. How-
ever, some land was bought on the west side of the Owens 
River in the Bishop region. 
1----t-r-1-. c_k_,M:~d Q:::::-t o;a:: s::P::-:e::::::T::::::a :~·:::r:am-













the financial status of every owner in the territory, if 
mortgaged when it was due, and other facts".l 
The "checkerboard" system of buying was used. Ranch 
ovmers who refused to sell would find that the neighbors 
on both sides had sold to the city, leaving dry areas on 
each sJ.de which caused the depreciation of the value of 
his land. Pools were formed by groups who pledged them-
selves to act as a unit in selling to the city, but city 
agents found ways of destroying these combinations. 
Ranchers would be told that neighbors had sold, and fear-
ing that they would be left isolated, were induced to 
option, only to learn later that they had been deceived. 
This encroachment and the uncertainty as to the city's 
future policy,. combined practically to destroy the credit 
of the valley. The ranchers had been hard pressed during 
l Chalfant, Ql?.. cit. 38 7 
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the dry years and needed :financial assistance. The Inyo 
county Bank took mortgages on land to the point where it 
was dangerously overloaded and was one of the chief factors 
in its failure a few years later. National and state banks 
formed for the purpose of farm relief refused to give any 
more loans in this valley, Even the State's Veteran ~el-
t f rare Commission refused to grant loans to worthy ex-sol-











efforts had been made to get a statement of policy from the 
Los Angeles officials, or at least to reach an understanding, 
but these efforts had met wi tll failure. William J:;Iulholland, 
the chief engineer for the water board, was practically the 
dictator in the water affairs for the city and he refused 
to arbitrate the matter w·i th Inyo people. 
In June, 1924, a co!lliD.i"Gtee from the Los Angeles Cham-
ber of Commerce came into the valley to investigate the 
trouble and get first-hand ltnowledge. After a short stay 
in the valley it returned to Los Angeles and prepared a re-
port which was never given out. According to an editorial 
which appeared in the Los Angeles Record at this time, the 
only reason the report was not given out was because it was 
favorable to Owens Valley and criticised city officials. 1 
'rhis investigation by the Chamber of Commerce committee 
was a result of the first dynamiting of the aqueduct. It 
was an act of desperation and seemed to be the only way by 













which attention could be directed to the farmers' predicament. 
On May 21, 1924, at about one o'cloclc in the .morning, at a 
point two miles above Lone Pine, a small blast of dynamite 
was exploded against the aqueduct wall. A small section of 
the embankment was blown out but not sufficient damage was 
done to cause the loss of any water. No particular interest 
was aroused in the matter in the valley but the Los Angeles 
newspapers came out w1 th the news in bi" headl_i_nfl_S_._The _____ _ 
Los Angeles city council offered a reward of *~10, 000 for the 
arrest and conviction of the guilty. The valley papers com-
men ted that probably the act was coL111li tted by city e:mployees 
in an effort to prejudice the people of Los Angeles against 
the farmers. 
The dynamiting had the effect of gaining the attention 
of newspapers and leaders in other parts of the state. It 
also revealed to many people in Los Angeles that the far~ers 
in Owens Valley had some basis for believing they were not 
being given a square deal. 
The Chamber of Commerce c01mai ttee was followed by an-
other special coL~ittee of engineers who came to investi-
gate the Long Valley reservoir site. They reported that 
with proper storage in Long Valley there would be enough 
water to keep the aqueduct full and to irrigate 30,000 
acres in Owens Valley. The water board imraediately de-
clared it their policy to keep "30,000 acres green" in the 
valley. The valley farmers did not rely a great deal upon 


















In this period, 1924, the water board of Los Angeles 
decided that an arbitration board might be advisable. The 
plan they proposed was that the city was to choose a member, 
owens Valley a member, and these two representatives would 
select a third member. The plan was rejected by the farm-
ers because the city demanded that they should approve of 
the member selected to represent the valley. 
After this failure to reach an agreement with city 
representatives, valley leaders became convinced that their 
only salvation was to call the attention of the entire state 
to their.ttnhappy situation. Owens Valley farmers could not 
fight the wealthy city of Los Angeles in the courts. This 
method had been tried but with little success. The city 
had money to hire lawyers for carrying on and postponing 
proceedings until all possible value of the suit was lost 
and tne farmers penniless. The city would not deal direct-
ly and straightforvTardly with the farmers. Perhaps if out-
side interests could be aroused in the farmers' predicament, 
investigation would be made into the con·~roversy by unbiased 
observers. This would acquaint the state at large with the. 
injustice being done in the valley and bring down upon the 
heads of Los Angeles officials a shower of criticism that 
might get results. It cannot be too strongly emphasized 
that there vras no desire to take the law into their own hands. 
They were not anarchists, they did not want to destroy pro-

















deal and .a chance to get just compensation for investments 
of money and energy in their homes. They had used every pos-
sible method available to them in their efforts to get a fair 
deal from the city. There was only one recourse left open to 
them in this battle and that was the use of force. Even in 
thE\ use of tllis.method they did not desire the destruction of 
property. Had the farmers wanted actually t.o destroy the 
aqueduct that could have been done with little difficulty. 
This was demonstrated later when the guards were patrolling 
the aqueduct; it was blown up in two places on the same night. 
In the first week in November, 1924, a conference was 
held between valley and city representatives. The Los 
Angeles public service board appointed a coliUllittee con-
sisting of H. A. Va.n Norman, W. B. Matthews and Chas. Lee 
to negotiate witl1 the Owens Valley people for peace terms. 
The session was practically devoid of any results. A member 
of the valley comm.ittee in giving. the results said "they 
wouldn't agree to what we wanted, and what they submitted 
was not what we wanted" ,1 
The valley farmers now believed it was time for dras-
tic action, At about 10 o • cloclc on the morning of Novem-
ber 16, 1924, a large number of Owens Valley citizens 
Gathered at the aqueduct spillway, which is four miles 
north of Lone Pine and at the northern point of the Ala-
bama Hills. They were unmasked and without opposition 
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from tlie watchman toolc possession of. the spillway. · Its 
water gates were opened, permitting the aqueduct flow, about 
14,000 inches, to make its way back into Owens River and 
eventually into the rapidly drying Owens Lake. 
Claude H. Van Norman and E. F. Leahy, city employees, 
. 
went to the scene. Van Norman asked who was in charge of 
the group; wheE he received no reply he stated that he would 
have to close the gates bu·l; he was told the gates would re-
main open until the city made a satisfactory settlement 
with the valley people. If any firearms were present none 
were visible during the discussion. The city representa-
tives got in touch with Sheriff Collins and asked him to 
close the gates. Collins went to the spillway but was good-
naturedly carried out of the way wi~hout a fight, which was 
the best policy as it would have resulted only in bloodshed. 
Vfuen the sheriff began taking the names of those present, 
offers of co-operation were given by such statements as 
"put my name down", and that a t~rpewri tten list VJOUld be 
furnished if desired. Superior ~udge Dehy issued a tenwor-
ary restraining order against interference with the aqueduct 
flow but afterwards dissolved it after consulting his author-
ity to act. 
After his failure to remove the citizens Sheriff Collins 
appealed to Governor Richardson for state militia, fearing 
that the city would attempt to oust the farmers with gunraen, 
The Bishop Chamber of Conm1erce indorsed the request to the 





Monday the Chamber of Commerce received a reply from the 
governor to the request," stating that he did not believe 
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the situation warranted the calling out of the state militia. 
He stated further that the sheriff had ample authority to 
deputize as many citizens as necessary to assist him.l 
At the same meeting the Chamber of Commerce drew up a 
resolution in which the grievances of the valley farmers 
were listed and in which it was resolved: 
t-------Tr~t-we---'.mD:o:rEe-ana-aJrpr-ove-i:he act1on ortne citizens 
vn1o have taken this step to protect their property from the 
depredation of the city of Los Angeles as a means of attain-
ing a definite settlement. 
Resolved, that we demand immediate action by the Los 
Angeles Public Service Commission for the remaining existing 
injustices and settlement for damages done to the farmers 
and merchants of the valley.Z 
This resolution was forwarded to city officials and 
also printed in -~he local papers. It tended to dispel the 
illusion held by Mulholland and other city officials that 
the seizure was not backed by the general population but was 
the action of a few agitators. 
An even s~onger indication of public approval to the 
act was the large number of local citizens taking part in 
the demonstration. On Wednesday, eight hundred people 
visited the scene of the spillway opening. Two signs were 
on the flagpole in the center of Bishop which read, "If I 
am not on the job you'll find me at the aqueduct." That 
promise was carried out by the suspension of practically 
1 Inyo Ren;ister, Nov. 20, 1924 
2 Ibid. 









all pusiness in Bishop during the four days the gates were 
open. 
Those men who took part in the opening of the spillway 
gates were relieved by others who brought additional bedding 
and food, The general attitude was that they might have to 
stay there all winter but that they intended to get action 
from the city before closing the gates. Three big spot-
lights commanded the road which approached from each dirac-
tion and no car was permitted to pass without inspection. 
The ladies soon arrived on ti1e scene to take care of 
the commissary and feeding. It was a cheerful crowd, amus-
ing itself with no more battle-like appearance than a large 
picnic. Local orchestras took turns :t'urnish:lng music and 
entertain.tuent for the crowd. The Baptist minister from 
Bishop was among the crowd taking care of the interests of 
his congregation. Barbecues were held and everyone seemed 
to be enjoying the experience. Apparently all groups of 
the valley population were represented, which is sufficient 
evidence to show public opinion supported the act. 
The city's first move to meet the si tr.ation was to 
file suit for an injunction to prevent interference with 
the aqueduct. This was directed against M. Q.. Watterson, 
W. R. ¥cCarthy and John Does up to seventy-one. It has 
already been mentioned that Judge Dehy issued this order 
but dissolved. it because of his lack of jurisdiction in 
the case. Spokesmen for the city asserted. that local citi-
zens would be held for the lost water, They estimated its 
t 
worth at ;~3000 an hour. Later they stated a suit would be 
brought for $15,000 da~ly damages. 
W. W. Watterson, president 6f the Inyo County Bank of 
Bishop, arrived from Los Angeles on Wednesday with a reso-
lution which had been adopted by the Los Angeles Clearing 
House Association pledging its best efforts to bring about 
a settlement of existing difficulties. This guarantee was 
acceptable to the valley citizens and the spillway gates 
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had secured an important concession and did not desire to 
destroy property beyond the point necessary to obtain their 
objective. The purpose of attracting outside interest was 
achieved, not only within the state but nationally as well. 
It was soon realized, however, that this publicity was the 
only achievement of the act. The Clearing House Association 
promptly forgot its resolutions and took no further ac·tion 
in the matter. 
Newspapers throughout the country were practically 
unanimous in their condemnation of the actions of the city 
in Owens Valley. Representatives from different papers 
were sent into the valley to get first-hand knowledge 
about conditions. Such papers as the San Francisco Chron-
~. Sacramento Bee, Santa Ana Register, and even the 
Los Angeles )3ecord, were severe in their criticism of the 
I.os Angeles policy. 
Many of the small towns along the western slopes of 










be secure from the invasion of a larger municipality if Los 
Angeles was permitted to carry out her ambitions in Owens 
Valley. Of course, this was not the first time in the his-
tory of the country that a large city had taken the water 
away from a distant rural community but in most cases the 
destroyed coa~unity was fairly compensated. Even corrupt, 
Tammany-ruled New York had paid for the damage done in ob-
taining her water supply. 
Another result of the act was that Governor Richard-
son sent State Engineer Vi. F. McClure into the valley to 
investigate the conditions. After a thorough investigation, 
that officer submitted a report of a hundred printed pages 
to the governor in which he condemned the policy, or lack 
of policy, of the city. This is a quotation from his re-
port: 
The people of the valley are not anarchists, crimin-
als or thieves, as has been stated, but on the contrary 
are ordinary industrious American citizens. 
The valley people claimed that the language used in 
the Aqueduct Bill would permit Los Angeles to use the sur-
plus water beyond the amount used for drinking purposes 
for some irrigation scheme. The irony of the situation 
is that that is just what has happened. 
The irrigation di.strict contains 53,900 acres. The 
city has purchased in excess of 24,000 acres within the 
bounds of the district, mutilating it so as to make oper-
ation impracticable.l 
Despite these criticisms, and promises of action by 
different organizations in Los lillgeles, no immediate steps 
were taken in an effort to settle the dispute. Most of 
the people of Los Angeles knew very little about the steal 













spillway incidents the Los Angeles newspapers were telling 
1 ts citizens that the pioneers of the valley were anarchists 
or a a..T!J.all group of disgruntled farmers who destroyed other 
people's property. With the exception of the Los Angeles 
Record, all the papers of the city were dominated by the in-
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During the year 1926, fresh efforts were rr~de to get 
the city to submit the whole water controversy to an impar-
tial arbitration. In conference with valley representa-
tives, city officials admit·ted that damage had been done to 
the value of property in the valley but they said they had 
~-~---n~o..._·_.l'""'e=gal power to pay bills for damage. However ,__.w ... h,...e.,n,._t...,h"e,___ _ ~---





. city representatives tried to prevent its passage. Finally, 
after the bill was passed, they again protested that they 
could not pay until the constitutionality of the act had 
been tested in court. ~lis position was recognized as be-
ing reasonable. Attorney !.:at thews stated, however, that 
Los Angeles could not pay the reparations even if the act 
was declared valid. This was sufficient influence to kill 
the whole scheme, although people had been led to believe 
for a time that the city wanted to do right and conpensate 
them for their losses. 
In dUly, 1925, the water board adopted resolutions 
stating ·t;hat they would purchase 15,000 acres of land in 
the northern section of the valley. In their first attempt 
to buy the land they estimated its value at only about fifty 
per cent of what the farmers were demanding. \'!hen no agree-
ment could be reached a board of appraisers was selected by 
the water board to set a fair price on the property. Geo. 










county assessor, and U. G. Clark, ex-assessor, were select-
ed to work on tlleir board. The appraisement which these men 
placed on the property was unsatisfactory in many cases. It 
was claimed that in some cases too much was paid for the prop-
erty and in other cases not enough. However, the city pur-
chased fifty pieces of property containing 2,730 acres of 
land in the Vle.st Bishop area. The total price paid was 
slightly over ~il, 000, 000.1 
The city now began to drill wells on this property, 
making the explanation that the water would be used for irri-
gating the land. Bus as a result of the city's refusal to 
meet the prices demanded by some of the ranchers these wells 
were dyna.'T..i ted. The first blast occurred on Saturday even-. 
ing, April 3, 1926, at about 11 o'clock. 1~e well which 
was dynamited was.on the Williams ranch, which is located 
about a mile north of Bishop. The residents of the village 
were quite startled by the loudness of the explosion and 
were puzzled as to its source until city employees discovered 
the damage. The shot was at a tool box on the surface near 
the well. The damage was estimated at not more than (?100. 
It was later discovered that tl1ere were six sticks of dyna-
mite suspended about 30 feet below the surface, in the well, 
which did not explode. 
Another blast occurred just before midnigh·(; on sunday, 
April 4, at a well on Los 1\ ... 'lgeles property in the Warm 
Springs district, southeast of Bishop. The small building 
1 Chalfant, ££• cit. 394 
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over the well was destroyed but no great amount of damage 
was done to the well. It was quite apparent that those re-
sponsible for these acts were not attempting to destroy any 
great amount of property but that they did want to serve 
notice on the city that it must treat them fairly in the 
purchasing proceedings which were going on. In a 
$2,500,000 deal the city and farmers had a difference of 
{l.c •. ~~-ap~~a:~·:::::n~~:~;ele~a~.-y~l-3-,~1-9_2_6_,~t-h-e~a~qu~e-d_u_c_t~w-a-s~a-g-a-~--n~~~~~~­
dynamited at a point about a mile south of the Alabama 
spillway, just north of Lone Pine, Not much damage was 
done to the aqueduct although escaping waters damaged the 
highway which runs parallel to the aqueduct at this point. 
Public opinion in the valley did not seem to approve of this 
act, The Inyo ;['legister of May 13 denounces the act and re-
fuses to believe that it was coa~itted by local people, 
State Senator J. 1\I, Inman had just been in the valley 
and was at that time in Los Angeles in an effor:b to get 
city officials to agree to pay reparations. He sent a 
wire to the editor of the Inyo ];legister stating that the 
interes·i;s of the valley were menaced by such acts. ~;Iany 
people in the valley believed that this dynamiting had 
been done by Los Angeles employees, especially guards, in 
an effort to retain their jobs. 
In February, 1927, Assemblyman Dan E. Williams intro-
duced a resolution in the state legislature, asserting that 






in Owens Valley, and called on it either to restore the 
valley to its original agricultural status, or to make set-
tlement, including proper compensation for business damages. 
An Assembly committee was appointed to investigate the reso-
lutions and make a report to the Assembly. ·The committee 
approved the resolutions which were then adopted by the 
Assembly by a vote of 43 to 34. The following is an excerpt 
from that report: 
~'--~c" 
We wholeheartedly support this resolution because we 
believe that the policy of the city of Los Angeles in the 
Owens River Valley in Inyo county, and the methods adopted 
by that city in carrying out that policy, are against the 
best interests of the state of California •••••• We 
believe that if the city of Los Angeles had purchased 
avaiiable dam sites and reservoir sites and had also 
tapped the Mono Lake country it could have constructed 
water works which would have irrigated Owens Valley and 
still have supplied the needs of Los Angeles.l 
During the years 1925-26-2'7, the cause for conflict 
was in many cases over the price paid for the ranches and 
also the tactics used by the city in acquiring these ranch-
es, The,.farmers formed several pools in an effort to pre-
sent a united front to the city but in practically every 
case these were broken up by the city purchasing agents. 
A few rancl1ers would be given a high price for their prop-
erty, the pool would be broken and the rest of the ranch-
ers had to accept v1hat the city offered. Also, the people 
in the towns, the business men, began to feel the loss of 
business because so many of the ranchers were leaving the 
valley. Tlley began to wonder what would happen to their 
1 Chalfant, ££• cit. 395 
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business whe.n all the ranches had been purchased. This led 
to the deJ;Jand for reparations for business losses, and was 
the chief source of conflict during the heiGht of the hos-
tilities. 
The year 1927 brought to a climax the controversy be-
tween the two sections. After this stormy year the Owens 
Valley people were not in a position to offer any resist-
ance to the city. 
During the months of .Tune and .July, 1927, six differ-
ent blasts broke the aqueduct wall. The first, and probably 
the most serious dynamiting, occurred on the morning of May 
27, just after midnight, at Nine-Mile Canyon just south of 
Little Lake. This is where one of the large siphons carries 
the aqueduct across one of the mountain ridges. The force 
of the water along with the explosion carried away 457 feet 
of the 9-foot pipe. Guards who were stationed at this point 
stated that ten men, unmasked, seized the two guards and 
took them off up the canyon while the dynamite was placed 
and exploded. ~'/hen the {:';Uards attempted to report the sit-
uation they discovered that the telephone lines had been cut 
in several places. The force of the water which was re-
leased in the canyon swept down across the highway and rail-
road, which were a short distance below, causing consider-
able damage and delaying traffic, Sheriff Hutchison vrent to 
the scene promptly and District Attorney Hession promised 
his support in prosecuting the offenders. Los Angeles offi-






the valley and offered a :,~10,000 reward for the conviction 
of the criminals. 
On the same night that the aqueduct vros blown up at 
Nine-Mile Canyon, the penstock of the city's power house 
west of Big Pine was blown up, closing that plant for sev-
eral days for repair. 
On this eventful night the author of this·paper was 
.,. 
on his way from Bishop to Los Angeles. At Mojave I was 
stopped and held on the suspicion of having taken part in 
the dynamiting, this despite the fact that I had a woman 
and two children in the car. After a few hours' delay, 
during which time identification was furnished, I was per-
mitted to resumt my journey. 
This d~1amiting created a sensation among the Los 
Angeles newspapers. It was given front page.consideration 
' 
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and many editorial comments were made. Excer:pts from a few 
of the editorials will be enlightening and give the view-
point of the Los Angeles newspapers. The following is 
from the Los Angeles Record of June 2, 192?: 
Some desperate, foolish men blew up the Los Angeles 
Aqueduct and our '!Ja ter Board, at least 1 '75 miles behind 
the battle line, adopt a resolution declaring that it will 
not be intimidated. 
What our V!ater :Soard should demonstrate, right now, 
is brains and not bravado. It should have sense enough 
to realize that nobody is deliberately scheming to intim-
idate Los Angeles. 
The following is from the Los Angeles Examiner of the 
same date: 
The outrageous dynamiting of the Los Angeles aqueduct 
does not justify calling out the militia but does vrarrant 
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the mayor and members of the Water_ Commission calling upon 
the governor as a mediator in the differences which exist 
between the city's Water Department and certain citizens 
of Owens Valley. 
The Los Angeles Times of Tuesday, l.V!ay 31, states: 
A riot squad is to be organized by the business men 
of Bishop and is to be ready to answer any emergency. This 
squad, it is stated,_ will be armed with sawed-off shotguns 
and vrill seek to be deputized by the sheriff, failing which 
members propose to appeal to the United States Marshall to 
be sworn in as deputies. It is intimated that this is but 
the initial step in a movement expeoted to spread through-
out the whole Owens Valley. The squad is being organized 
in Bishop and will_mus-t_er_b_e_t_we.<m-25-and-50-nen.-----------
This editorial was apparently written for Los Angeles 
consumption. The author of this thesis was living in 
Bishop during this period and heard nothing at that time, 
or at any time since then, about the organization of any 
such squad. 
One of the immediate effeots of this lawlessness was 
the placing of armed guards all along the aqueduct who, 
with the aid of large·searchHghts, stopped and investi-
gated all cars passing along the nearby high\~y. But 
even these precautions did not prevent the aqueduct from 
being dynamited five times during June and July. 
After Los Angeles detectives came into the valley 
and had done some rather clumsy investigating, charges were 
made against several of the leading citizens in the valley. 
District .\.ttorney Hession gave his co-operation but the 
evidence was so meager that the cases were dismissed from 
court, 
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On Friday, July 21, :Major c. P. Watson was arrested at 
his ranch near Big Pine on charges of illegal possession of 
explosives. He was immediately removed from the county by 
the arresting Los Angeles officials arid taken to Martinez, 
Contra Costa county. n1e charge placed against him in 
that county was for transporting explosives over the highway. 
It was alleged that an unexploded box of gelatina·was found 
at the Nine-IJiile Canyon siphon bearing a number which was 
was found Watson had purchased the explosives. He freely 
admitted buying the explosives but said they were used for 
experimental purposes, as he had a permit from the Federal 
government to do some experimenting. He explained the pow-
der being found at the scene of the dynamiting by the fact 
that some of his po¥mer had been stolen a short time before 
the dynamiting had occurred. ~e Grand Jury of, Contra Costa 
county held him for trial, but after hearing the evidence 
presented by the prosecution the court dismissed the case 
on the basis of insufficient evidence. 
The month of July, 1927, saw the last of the dynamiting, 
for on August 4th tho financial disaster hit the valley, 
breaking down completely the opposition and forcing the 
farmers to submit to the city's policy. 
_ .... During all thE)se years of controversy with the city of 
Los Angeles, the Owens Valley farmers had looked to the 
Watterson brothers, Iv:ark and \'lilfred, for leadership and 
financial support. w. w. Watterson had been responsible 
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for gettinB action from the Clearir~ House Association 
during the spillvray episode. In all conferences with city 
officials, the Wattersons either took part or influenced 
the proceedings 'through valley representatives. It could 
hardly be otherwise because these brothers were connected 
in a financial way with every major industry or business 
in Inyo County. They owned all of the banks in the county 
and were the financial backers for the Natural Soda Products 
ompany at Keeler, the Coso Springs Company, a large health 
resort, the Tungsten Products Company, an important tunBsten 
mine near Bishop, and the Watterson Bros., Incorporated, 
the largest hardware and farm implement store in the valley. 
They also owned outright several ranches in the Bishop area 
and had heavy mortgages on a great many other ranches. 
It is quite evident that these men would be the lead-
ers in the fight for reparations for business losses and 
that they would feel the strain from the loss of business 
more quickly and keenly than other business men. The first 
intimation that most people in the valley had that the Wat-
terson brothers were in financial difficulty came on August 
4, 1927, at noon, when the following notice was posted on 
the doors of all the banks in the county: "We find it 
necessary to close our banks in the Owens Valley. This 
result has been brought about by the past four years of 
destructive work carriecl on by the city of Los Angeles. ,l 














Business was paralyzed in the valley for many days. 
"t'here was not enough cash money in the stores to :mal~e 
change. The people seemed to be. dazed and couldn't be-
lieve the 'Nattersons were actually closed up permanently. 
Many of them insisted that this was only a temporary con-
dition and that vii thin a few days the banks would be open 
again. There was some talk, ru.'long the more fiery members 
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of the community, about going down and destroying the aque-
minded citizens began to realize that this was the end of 
Owens Valley opposition. Probably Los Angeles officials 
had long realized that if they could dispose of the Wat-
tersons they would end the opposition and had maneuvered 
to get them isolated from outside financial aid. When 
the Wattersons realized that they were in trouble they 
tried to get outside financial assistance but were unsuc-
cessful. This was, of course, not entirely due to the in-
fluence of the city, but partly due to the location of the 
banks in the valley that had been condemned by Los Angeles. 
During the latter part of July, 1927, clerks in the 
office of the State Su11erintendent of Banks noticed that 
the Inyo County Bank reported a credit of about :~190, 000 
with the Wells-Fargo Bank of San Francisco, but that the 
latter reported the amount to be s::11,000. An examiner 
was at once sent to Bishop to investigate the finances of 
the Watterson Bank. This examination disclosed that there 




the finances of several of the large corporations were also 
involved, 
The brothers were prosecuted by the county au·thori ties 
on thirty-six counts for fraud and embezzlement. Philip 
carey, an Oakland attorney, conducted the defense, He 
attempted to bring anti-Los Angeles feeling into the case 
but it was excluded as irrelevant by Judge Lambert of Kern 
County, who was presiding at the trial. 
In accounting for the missing funds the def_andant~L_ ____________ __ 
stated that it was not their intention to keep the funds 
but that they were trying to r~intain Inyo industries and 
offset business losses due to the worlc of Los Angeles. It 
was not for their own benefit that they had misplaced cer-
tain funds, but they were fighting for the welfare of the 
community. They had hoped to restore the funds through 
sale of property and from reparations which the city would 
be forced to pay. !.!any of the ~urors on the case had been 
close personal friends of the accused. Some of them wept 
as the jury reached a verdict of guilty on every count. 
The sentence of the court was one to ten years on each 
count to run concurrently. Parole was granted in March, 
1933. In a short time after getting their freedom, the 
Watterson brothers put a notice in the Inyo Register, 
stating that they hoped to pay back all the money that had 
been lost by their depositors and investors. 
Vlith this disaster, active resistance to Los Angeles 




along with the financial support. Not only was it just a 
matter of the Wattersons failing, but those other members 
of the conmuni ty who had been weal thy were now as poor as 
the poorest. Some of these men had spent their entire 
lives developing their ranches. They had finally sold to 
the city and deposited their money in the Watterson banks. 
They were old men with no future, no hope of accumulating 
example of the position of many: A rancher in the Bishop 
area had sold his ranch to the city of Los Angeles for 
$85,000. The week before the banks were closed, Mark 
Watterson had asked him as a_personal favor to deposit 
the money in the Inyo County Bank. He made the deposit 
which represented his entire fortune. This man was approx-
imately sixty years of age and since then he has had to 
work as a common laborer in order to give his family the 
necessities of life. 
This experience was duplicated in many instances. 
Naturally, there. was neither the ability nor courage left 
to fight the city of Los Angeles. Many of the ranchers and 
business IIien were in such financial stress that they were 
anxious to sell at any price. The city representatives 
were at liberty to choose and dictate what policy they 
would use in the valley in the future and during the next 
six years more destruction of ranches was accomplished 
than had occurred in the preceding twenty-three years. 
Owens Valley people t!ere at last forced to realize that 
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the end had come and that the city did plan to turn the 
·valley back to the desert and jack-rabbits. This was the 
beginnine; of the t;reat migration that has left the valley 
depopulated and almost as barren as it was before the first 
settlers came in 1860. 
F:'7 
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THE VALLEY OF DESOLATION 
It was several months after the 'llatterson bank crash 
before any local group could muster up enough courage to 
demand action from the city. Business was at a standstill 
and yet everyone seemed to be in a state of dazed helpless-
ness. But when people began fully to realize the actual 
conditions they came to the conclusion that Los Angeles was 
their only salvation. They couldn't get aid from any other 
community in the state and they couldn't remain in their 
present condition, therefore the city must buy their prop-
erty. £,Jany were weary of this struggle and longed to es-
cape to a new community where they could have a chance to 
plan for the future. Whenever a group of people would get 
together on the streets of Bishop, or any other town in the 
valley, the topic of conversation was the water question. 
No one knew what to plan on, or had any definite inf'orma-
tion as to the city's policy, yet speculation as to the 
future was the only worthwhile topic of conversation. Hany 
of the most op-i;imistic as to the valley's future began to 
foresee the gradual decline of the communities but few were 
willing even yet to believe that the cHy would strip the 
valley bare of all improvements. 
In the month of October, 1927, the Bishop Chamber of 
Co!l1'1lerce adopted a set of resolutions which were sent to 
the Los Angeles water board demanding some action in the 














The city did talce action, which was not wholly unex-
pected, but which was anything but friendly. During the 
time of the d~lamiting, in dune and duly of 1927, the city 
flooded the valley with detectives. After a great deal of 
very obvious investigation, on February 23rd, warrants were 
issued for the arrest of six citizens: c. P.·watson of Big 
Pine, already tried in the Contra Costa courts, Frank R. 
Spaulding, Walter B. Young, Fred Naphan, Will L. Smith and 
Perry Sexton. Also, six John Does and three dane Roes were 
included in charges of criminal conspiracy and the malicious 
use of dynamite. It was stated by Los Angeles newspaper .re-
· porters, who had been in the valley for some time waiting 
for developments, that three signed confessions were in the 
hands of the District Attorney. As these were not brought 
out ln the trial they were probably the product of the re-
porters' imagination. This was the first public intimation 
that any women were concerned i.n the dynamiting, but their 
names were kept secret. The men named were arraigned at 
Independence and bail was set at $1,000.1 
The hearing of the charges against the local men was 
set for :v:arch 8th, in the Justice of Peace court of R. L. 
Patterson at Bishop. rt.ore than fifty witnesses were sum-
maned but many of them were not permitted to testify. In 
some cases the telling of the witnesses' names was contest-
ed. The chief prosecution witness was '.7. s. Morris who told 
about attending a meeting which was held on a ranch four 










miles south of Bishop which was attended by ahout 125 local 
citizens. He testified that at this meeting several speech-
es. were made to the effect that local people should get to-
gether to force Los Angeles to pay reparations and to stop 
them from putting down wells. 
Justice Patterson dismissed the case against all de-
fendants. He based his decision on the fact that the whole 
case rested on the testimony of Perry Sexton. He had con-
tradicted himself so many times that Patterson did not con-
sider the evidence worthy of the credit that would promise 
a probable conviction by a jury. 
The defense did not present al:ly testimony or evidence, 
presu<1tably holding such for use in the Superior court if 
the case was bound over. 
Los Angeles newspapers naturally denounced Justice 
Patterson for his decision. Reverend Shuler, of radio fame, 
was especially bitter in his denunciation in his radio 
addresses. He said that Justice Patterson was no better 
than a horsethief and should be in San Quentin. 
However, again from communities uninfluenced by Los 
.iL'lgeles, expressions of sympathy for the farmers and cri ti-
cism for Los Angeles were rendered, In the Reno Journal -----
of l:larch 9, 1928, ap:peared an article by Cornelius Vander-
bilt, Jr., formerly publisher of the Los Angeles Illustrated 
News, as follows: 
In Inyo County, California, six men are on trial for 
conspiracy ancl dynamiting in connection with the Los Angeles 
aqueduct. 
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In a measure, we as an individual sympathize with these 
poor fellows; because, having gone throuch a long period of 
t:t:ibulation some years ago, we )mow just what these ranchers 
had to face when they came counter to the Los .1\.ngeles water 
board's proposals. 
Probably in all western history there has not been a 
more flagrant example of one par·t; of the country, political-
ly and financially powerful, destroying a wealcer section. 
- And doing it without recard to obligations, moral or finan-
cial. 
For the past several weeks the entire responsibility 
for the misfortune was placed upon the Wattersons. • • •• 
We do not wish to mininuze their mistakes. For whatever 
of wrong there was in their practices they are now paying 
the supreme price. Yet while they are branded as criminals 
there is at large today a group of men who are in our op-
inion more responsible at heart than any of the men sent 
to prison, or who are on trial.l 
On March 12, 1928, occurred t)le terrible tragedy of 
the San Francisquito dam break in which six hundred lives 
were lost and millions of dollars' worth of property de-
stroyed. At first there vrere I'U.J.uors that the dam might 
have been blown up by Owens Valley farmers. Severa·l people 
in Los Angeles, on whom the responsibility for the disaster 
rested, would have been very happy to explain the accid.ent 
in this manner. The Los Angeles Examiner even went so far 
as to give publicity to these rumors. The Bishop Chamber 
of Commerce immediately drew up a bitter denunJiation of 
these rumors and of the Examiner for spreadj_ng such prop-
aganda. No really serious attempt was made to explain the 
disaster in this manner. 
The investigation which followed this accident brought 
out inefficiency in the engineering <livision of the water 
and power department that people outsi<le of Owens Valley 













had never realized was there. William Mulholland as chief 
engineer received, of course, the greatest amount of criti-
cis!a. People in Owens Valley could hardly feel anything 
. but elation over this blow to his reputation, yet sympathiz-
ing with the victims of another one of his blunders. He had 
been the man most responsible for the city's policy in the 
valley. In the investigation of the dam break, one of the 
attorneys ask.ed Mulholland if the foundation f_o_r_the_San~-------­
Francisquito dam would be affected by water. His reply was 
that it would not be affected in a thousa!!d years. The 
attorney dropped a piece of rock into a glass of water, in-
forming the court that it was talcen from the foundation. 
While they all watched, the rock broke.apart and dissolved. 
Los Angeles is still paying for this blunder, along with 
others committed in: Owens Valley by the chief engineer and 
his staff. Mr. Mulholland is still being retained by the 
water and power board as a consulting engineer at the sal-
ary of ;'500 a month, although he is much too old for active 
service. 
One of the first attempts made by the valley farmers 
to combat Los Angeles in the courts was that known as the 
Dearborn case at Lone Pine, in June, 1928 •. An injunction 
suit was brought by L. H. Dearborn and N. M. Dodge to pre-
vent the city from pumping water from its wells and the 
draining of undere;round water from their ranches. In the 
suit the city brought into use all the possible legal pro-








the Inyo County Superior court before J"udge Dehy. The city 
at once demanded a change of venue. This was grani;ed and 
~udge Lambert of Tulare county was selected. The city then 
delayed the case as long as possible but it finally came to 
trial and the decision was in favor of the Lone Pine farmers. 
The judge refused to permit the injunction but gave the fann-
ers danages which must be paid within thirty days or the in-
junction would go into effect. The city immediately appealed 
J---~th-e-e-a-se--,------:f-l-:r-s-t-te-t-fte-:9!-s-t~l-e-t-Geu~t-e-f-A-p~ea-l-a-nd.-:C-i-nal-l-Y·------
to the Supreme Court. However, these higher courts approved 
the injunction. The city bought the ranches in order to 
settle the_matter. 
Although the city had delayed this case as long as pos-
sible the farmers now realized that they could successfully 
fight Los Angeles in the courts. This was the first of 
several injunction suits which were brought by farm groups 
and in every case the decision ~revented the city from di-
verting water until they had purchased the property affect-
ed. 
Beginning with the year 1929 there was a complete 
change of policy on the part of the city. The chief cause 
for this change was the election of J"ohn Por·t;er as mayor. 
He demonstrateo. from the first day in office his friendli-
ness for the Owens Valley people and showed a desire to see 
a fair and liberal settlement of the controversy. This was 
a complete reversal of the former policy of mayors who were 
indifferent to the situation and let the water board determine 
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the policy to be pursued. The water board had been since 
1903 controlled by Engineer Eulholland.who believed in not 
paying for anything he could get in any other manner. He 
made several statements which demonstrated his affection 
for the valley people. One was that there were not enough 
trees in the Owens Valley to hang the residents on.l An-
other was that rabbits would be running in the streets of 
the towns when he finished his work in the valley. There 
is a good possibility that this prediction will come true. 
With this attitude as the determining factor there was not 
much hope that the best interests of Owens Valley would 
be considered. However, with the San Francisquito dam 
disaster, Mulholland lost some of his prestige, and when 
Mayor Porter tool< office he lost his dictatorial control 
over the water board. 
One of Mayor Porter's first acts after taking office 
was to appoint several new members to the water board. 
Among these was Harlan G. Palmer, a Hollywood newspaper 
man, who became president of the board in the spring of 
1929. He was a staunch friend of Owens Valley and worked 
continuously during the time he served on the board to 
get a fair settlement. Both sides were not working for 
a fair deal in settling the dispute and what conflict 
developed in the future was a difference of interprets-
tion of what v~s fair. 
1 Chalfant, ~· cit. 408 
The valley people now realized that the city must make 
a clean sweep and buy the entire valley, both towns and 
ranches. In February, 1929, the water board came into the 
valley and held public meetings in each of the towns to 
determine what the people wanted. They announced no pol-
icy for the future but stated that they intended to form-
ulate one after returning to the city. The proposal was 
made that the city purchase the entire valley, which was 
received favorably by the board. In a short time after 
the board had returned to Los Angeles they announced that 
it was their policy to buy out the entire Owens Valley, 
including the towns. In order to facilitate negotiations, 
a Committee of Ten was appointed by the valley people to 
meet with city representatives and plan for the purchase 
of the tovms. Two men were selected from each town and 
the following were chosen: J. L. Gish and Carl Nallen for 
Laws; B. E. Johnson and C. H. Rhudy for Bishop; A. G. Bar-
more and George Warren for Big Pine; Jess Hession and 
George Naylor for Independance; Mrs. E. H. Edwards and 
J. C. Morris for Lone Pine. This corrmi ttee met with a 
water board col" ..ni ttee consisti.ng of H. A. Van Norman, A. J. 
Ford and. E. A. Porter, and decided on the general policies 
to be pursued i.n the purchasing of the towns. In the April 
4, 1929, issue of the Inyo Register, there appeared an ad-
vertisement which claimed it was for tlle information of the 
citizens of tlle towns of Laws, Bishop, Big Pine, Indepen-
dence and Lone Pine. It was signed by the co!!llni ttee 
,-~·· 
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representing the water board and in general terms outlined 
the policy to be used by the city in future purchasing and 
the means used in determining prices. The following is the 
most important proposal: 
The city is to organize a group of valuation engineers 
and supporting assistants, making available facts for the 
information of authorized represen·t;ati ves. 
And by an exhaustive survey of conditions in similar 
communi ties, the establishment of a .r$asonable expected 
growth curve, to be applied to present day unit prices 
determined in the manner stated above. 
change of attitude in the city's dealings with the valley. 
For years the valley leaders had been trying to get the 
city officials to state a definite plan of action. 
Los Angeles appointed H. R. Wright, an experienced 
building evaluation engineer, to make appraisals of the 
town property. The town of Bishop employed J. G. Stafford, 
a recognized coast authority, to appraise Bishop property. 
The appraisal figures were so f~r from agreement that a 
third set was worked out in Bishop, which was knovm as the 
Rhudy-Johnson appraisal. A growth curve of 8 per cent per 
year was established as ascertained from a survey of ten 
~ Southern California counties. However, the difference be-
tween the fie;ures in the Los Angeles appraisal and that of 
the valley appraisals were so great that there seemed little 
possibility of an aGreement. In September, 1929, at Inde-
pendence, president Palmer of the water board, engineer Van 
Noman, A. J. Ford and E. A. Porter for Los Angeles, met 
with the Committee of Ten to discuss the prices to be paid 
t 
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for town property. After a lene;thy sessi.on Judge Palmer 
proposed that the Los Angeles appraisals be taken with in-
crea,ses as follows: .Laws, 34k per cent; Bishop, 40 per cent; 
Big Pine, 30 per cent; Independence, 25 per cent; Lone Pine, 
unchanged. The Cor'li!li ttee of Ten refused to approve of the 
proposals as they had been aslcing for 100 per cent increase 
of the appraisals. The committee refused to recommend to 
their constituents that the increase be accepted. However, 
this plan was the one eventually used when the city stared 
making purcr.ases of town property, a1 though there were in-
equalities which had to be adjusted in a number of individ-
ual cases. 
The. chief reason for the Committee of Ten refusing to 
recommend the proposal was that the purchase price did not 
provide for damages d.one. to business. The valley leaders 
had been working for reparations for a nunber of years. 
'l'hey had even gotten a bill passed through the State Leg-
islature giving a nrunicipality the right to pay reparations 
to an injured community. But even then the city officials 
refused to consider the matter. Judge Palm•3r, as president 
of the water board, believed that Los Angeles should be 
liberal in the price paid for property, but he was of the 
opinion ·~hat the people of Los Angeles would never vote for 
bonds \1i th I'Ihich to pay reparations to valley people. It 
was through his efforts that the appraisals were increased. 
In almost every case where property owners of the towns have 









However, business men in the tovms have taken a great loss 
during the last ten years and it seems as though they should 
be compensated by the city for this loss. Here are a few 
figures which illustrate the decrease of business in Bishop: 
The seed purchases of a dealer supplying most of the 
valley farmers fell from (~7, 000 in 1922 to qil, 628 in 1926. 
The most important hardv;are and farm implement business 
in the valley sold 140 units of farm machinery in 1922, and 
in 1926 only four. 
Bishop express receipts for 1923 were $41,439; they de-
creased steadily to ~)28,960 in 1926. No figures are avail-
able for the past year but the business has decreased to 
the point where the company no longer has a separate office 
or full-time agent. 'l'he business is handled in connection 
with the office worlc in one of the garages. 
In 1927 it was estimatecl that 300 families had moved 
away from th~ valley. However, the greatest amount of mi-
gration has occurred since that year, but as no count was 
ever made of the families it is impossible to estimate the 
number that have m:>ved away. The population in the town 
of Bishop decreased 11 per cent between 1920 and 1930, 
being one of the f'ew to·wns in the state where the popula-
tion has decreased. Of course, the greatest decrease in 
population has been in the rural connunities. 
Of the rural school districts once neighboring Dis.l:J.op, 
four have not a single family, one other contains but one 






















D~ing the spring of 1929, liirs. Edwards and several 
other ranchers of Lone Fine won another injunction suit 
against the city. The case was tried before Judge Lamberson 
of Tulare county. In his decision he enjoined the city from 
pumping wells and diverting water from the Owens Valley water-
shed in excess of what it had been diverting five years ear-
lier. This case was especially irnportant because the city 
had not planned on buying some of the ranches as they did 
not directly influence the aqueduct supply. Tnrs-aecision 
established the precedent that the city must buy all ranches 
in the valley if the ovmer desired to sell, whether or not 
the water rights were necessary to supply the aqueduct flow. 
The city could no longer choose what property it wanted and 
leave the rest. The case was appealed to the state Supreme 
Court but no decision was rendered as the city purchased 
the property of the plaintiffs, ending their interests in 
the case. 
In the early summer of 1929, there was still a large 
section of farm land in the Bishop area which had not been 
purchased by the city. No agreement on prices could be 
reached so it was decided to arbitrate the matter by the 
appointment of an appraisal board made up of one city rep-
resentative, one farmer representative, and a third member 
to be chosen by these two. The valley farmers selected 
! W. R. McCarthy and the city chose A. ;r. Ford. For the third 
member, C. C. Teague was selected but President Hoover 
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final choice was E. D. Goodenough of Ventura county. Mc-
Carthy and Ford made their surveys and submitted the results 
to Goodenough who studied them thoroughly and then spen·c a 
month maldng his ovm appraisals. Thirty-eight pieces of 
property were included in this appraisal. Goodenough sub-
mitted his figures and after some objections they were ac-
cepted by both parties. As a whole, the appraisal favored 
the farmers. After some delay the city bought all the prop-
! .erty in this secti.on from those desiring to sel-r;----1\iot-mo~e·---------
l 
! than half a dozen ranches are now privately owned in the 
Bishop area. A few of the ranchers refused to sell and 
leave. In some cases it was because the price offered was 
not high enough, in other cases the farmer was prosperous 
and happy and refused to give up his home to take a chance 
on finding a more sui table location in some other section 
of the country. 
The city had made plans to purchase the entire valley. 
It was now proposed by Commissioner ','fni tsett of the water 
board that Los Angeles annex Owens Valley within its already 
expanded city limi ';s of 452 square miles. However, J'udge 
Palmer and other members on the board objected to the plan, 
fearing that it might cause more bitterness. Any such pro-
posal was strongly opposed by valley people until the city 
had settled fairly vri th residents of the valley. The matter 































In August, 1929, Mayor Porter came into Owens Valley 
to malce a personal survey of conditions. He attended meet-
ings with the local committees and heard their problems. 
He reas.sured them that he would do all he could to get a 
. . _, .. ,:~.~~-
fair deal for the valley people. He favored the plan for 
purchasing the whole valley and believed it the best way of 
settling the dispute. His visit included Long Valley and 
the Mono Basin where he was investigating the possibility 
of more storage. On his return to Los Angeles he recommended 
to the water board that they ootain the water supply in Mono 
Basin and provide for the construction of a dam in Long Val-
ley. This recommendation was accepted by the water board, 
An engineer was sent to Mono Lake and after making surveys 
he found that 180 second feet of water was available. How-
ever, in order to get the water into the aqueduct it 'IIUUld 
be necessary to construct a 13-mile tunnel from the basin 
to the headwaters of the Owens River. It was estimated that 
the construction of the tunnel and the price i'or property 
' 1 would cost approximately :,l25,000,000. The project was ap-
proved as being feasible and was recownended to the water 
board. Suits were brought by the city to condemn the prop-
erty and water rights in the Mono Basin. This was a maneu-
ver by the city to bring pressure on the ranch o1mers and 
get a better price on the property. The trial of these cases 
has been delayed f'or four years for different reasons. 'rhey 
are being tried in the courts of Sonora at present, April,l934. 









.Although the water board had pledged itself to buy out 
the entire Owens Valley, it had no funds with which to make 
the purchases, In February, 1930, the Water and Power Com-
mission, the Chamber of Commerce and the City Council of 
Los Angeles reached an agreement on the amount of water 
bonds which should be issued. It was planned to submit the 
issue to the people in an election to be held on I!,ay 20th. 
t was estimated that '~38,800,000 would be necessary to 
"clean-up the situation in Owens Valley". Jill allowance 
of ;)19 ,181, 000 was to be used to purchase Inyo and Mono 
county lands and water rights, ::i7,400,000 1vas tobe used 
for building the tunne.l from the 11ono Basin to the Owens 
River. The rernainder would be used for the construction 
of dams and reservoirs. It was planned to construct a dam 
in Long Valley of 68,000 acre-feet capacity, one in Bouquet 
Canyon, just above San Fernando Valley, of 30,000 acre-feet, 
and the enlargement of the Chatsworth reservoir by 35,000 
acre-feet. The bond issue carried in the election by the 
large majority of 189,927 to 22,082. .._. ___ , 
In the Eay 22, 1930 issue of the Inzo Register, there 
appeared an advertisement which read as follows: 
To the Residents of Owens Valley: 
The voters of Los Angeles ap11roved the issuance oi' bo~nds 
to the amount of :;)38, 800, 000. 'rb.ese funds are to be used for 
the purchase of .privately owned land in OV/ens Valley. 
This purchase is to be carried out as soon as possible, 
although there v1ill be some delay due :to lese~ i ties. But 
in approxirtately ninety days the cHy hopes to start pur-
chasing pro}Jerty from those \'Ianting to sell. 
Dept. of ',Tater and Power, City of Los Ane;ele s 
A. ,J. Ford, Right of Ylay Agent. 
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One of the delays due to legal procedure was the bring-
ing of a test suit against the water board by a Los .'i.ngeles 
citizen to prevent it from purchasing the towns. This was 
a friendly suit and was heard in the Los Angeles county 
Superior Court where a decision permitting the purchase was 
given, The case was then appealed to the Supreme Court 
where it was held legal for the city to purchase the tovms. 
This procedure, of course, caused considerable delay and 
the residents ortne vaLley vrno were-viatti.-ug---t-o-s-ei_-1-tre-c<:uii:<:J ______ _ 
restless, They thought the city was again stalling in or-
der to force better prices. This delay was probably not 
caused so much by the deliberate intention to prolong pro-
cedure as it was by lack of forceful leadership on the 
water board. Judge Palmer had resigned as president of 
the boarc1 in Eay, and his place had been taken by o. T. 
Johnson, Jr. Owens Valley people felt that they had lost 
a real friend with his resignation. During the year that 
he had been in office he had worked for liberality in deal-
ing with the farmers. Thi.s change in the water board may 
have been one cause for the delay. 
The Committee of Ten, in the latter part of August, 
1931, sent a letter to the water board reminding them of 
their promise to start making purchases in ninety days, 
ancl. asking for a statement as to the irrJtlediate future plans, 
Ho action was received until thE; water board met with the 
COJmni ttee in October and promise<l action as soon as pos-
sible. !Iotvever, during Sevtember the city had begun the 
' 
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purchase of all privately owned land in the valley. The 
water board had authorized the purchase of 105 separate par-
cels of farm land, at a cost of \~1, '771,158. This was in 
what was known as the Keough pool and totaled 12,443 acres. 
The prices were in accordance with the values established 
in the Goodenough Survey.l 
In the taking of options on these ranches the city be-
gan a policy of forcing all ranchers to sign an additional 
agreement. This was later used in the purchase of town 
property and caused a great deal of objection. It was as 
follows: 
The underej_gned hereby consents and specially waives 
any right which he now has or rnay hereafter acq_uire to the 
withdrawal and subsequent diversion to the use in the city 
of Los Angeles, or elsewhere, or water from the lands here-
inafter described or from any part or parcel thereof, or 
from other..,lands not herein described lying within the same 
watershed."' 
This contract was to protect the city from reparation 
suits that might be brought by business men after their 
property had been purchased. This was in violation. of the 
promise made by the city agents to the Corr:uni ttee of Ten, 
that the purchase of property would be independent of the 
issue of business damage and that those who clai:r.~ed repar-
ations would .still be free to bring such suits if they saw 
fit. This action has naturally killed the reparations 
movement. Host of the property ovmers were glad to get a 
1 Inyo Rer;ister, Sept. 25, 1931 
2 
Iny~ ReGister, Dec. 11, 1931 
good price t'or their property and get out of the squabble 
without more delay. Business men of Bishop had estimated 
their claims for reparations above the purchase price for 
their property at ;~689, 000. 
In March, 1931, State Senator Riley of Inyo and Mono 
counties introduced a-resolution into the Senate asking 
that a committee be appointed and sent into Owens Valley 
to investigate the record of the city of Los Angeles. In 
the hearing on the resolution, Los Angeles delegations, 
headed by Chief Engineer Van Norman and Land Agent A. ~. 
Ford, opposed the investigation. This in itself seems to 
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be a confession of guilt. If the city had dealt fairly with 
Owens Valley why should there be an objection to an investi-
gation by an impartial committee? The resolution was adopt-
ed by a vote of 2'7 to 8. The committee consisted of .Tames 
M. Allen of Yreka county, chairman, Thomas McCormack of 
Solano county, N. T. Edwards of Orange county, Bert Cassidy 
and c. c. Baker. It came into the valley and held open 
meetings in all the valley towns where the people had a 
chance to present their complaints. The two major complaints 
made by local people were the refusal of Los Angeles to pur-
chase fixtures and equipment in stores and the practice of 
compelling the land ormers to sign Ol)tions which contained 
a clause preventinG them from ever bringing legal action of 
any lcind against the city. In the hearing at Bishop, Mrs. 
A. McLaren, an octogenarian pioneer, told the committee she 
had been living on her 104-acre Inyo Valley farm for sixty 
j 
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years, "Where can I go to get a home now? The hardship I 
have experienced entitles me to something more than a quar-
rel with a big city like Los Angeles,» 
The committee returned to Sacramento where it drew up 
a resolution which severely criticised Los Angeles for its 
action in Owens Valley. The following is an excerpt from 
the 1300 word resolution which was adopted by the Senate 
without a dissenting vote on April 28, 1933: 
f i-------The-----i-n-v-e-s-t-i-ga-t-:i:-o-n-s-ho-w-s-tha-t-o-b--j-e-c-t-i-cOna-b-l-e-po:l-i-c-1-e-s~--------' 
j have not changed; that Los Angeles citizens voted :fr38,800,000 
.!i 
for the express purpose, amone; others, of settling the whole 
matter; that though nearly three years have passed since that 
mandate, it has not been complied with; that Inyo owners have 
~ been and are being ruined by the city policy; that the Moi10 
.l 
.. l condemnation suits are not being pressed but remain as a 
cloud on property. The Senate therefore demands that Los 
Angeles close up these matters without delay or show cause 
1, why it cam10t, and if it fails to do so that the Legislature 
bring all powers of the state to bear upon the situation and 
f exert every means within its power to end for all ·i;ime this 
I
I episode which is one of the darkest pages in our history and 
I 
which has resulted in the uttef destruction of one of our 
richest agricultural sections. 
In the spring of 1931, the city began purchasing tuwn 
property fror11. those who were satisfied with the price and 
desired to sell. This purchasing has been continued until 
at the present time, April, 1934, the city owns 85 per cent 
of all the property in Owens Valley. There were, however, a 
group of property owners in Bishop who were not satisfied 
with the price offered, They organized themselves into a 
pool and agreed to refuse to sell until the city met their 
price. This group joined with the Town of Bishop, a group 
of '.'lest Bishop farmers and the Southern Sierra Power Company 




in an injunction suit to prevent the city from pu_mping wat-
er from the wells in the Bishop area, the purpose being, of 
course, to force the city to purchase their property at a 
higher price. This suit was filed early in the sununer of 
1931, but due to delays on the part of the city, the case 
did not come up for trial until November, 1933. This delay 
was due very largely to the demand by city attorneys for a 
change of judges. The case was finally held before Judge 
-------JTsns-s-s-f~1-a-ke-ca-tl-:a--t-y----.--------Be-1e-re-t-he-t-ri-a-l-wa-s-f--i-n-i-sh-e-d.-t-h:-e·-------
Southern Sierra Power Company withdrew from the case be-
cause the city had agreed to purchase its property. The 
other plaintiffs continued with the suit and in February, 
1934, Judge Jones issued his decision. He enjoined the 
city of Los Angeles from pumping water from any wells in 
the Bishop area that had not been in operation five years 
earlier. This means that before the city can operate any 
of her wells she must purchase all the property in the 
Bishop district. 
After this decision the property owners expected to 
have little difficuJ.ty in reaching an agreement on price. 
The difference between price offered and price desired is 
not so great that the matter could not be compromised, 
As yet, however, the city still refuses to buy the prop-
erty. Eany of the members of the Bishop pool have just 
. - , ..... ·~· 
about reached the end of their financial resources and 
cannot fight the city much lone;er. Perhaps the pool will 




1 one, sell at the price offered them. 
{ 












of 1920 or even 1925. A number of different articles have 
been 1.'1ri tten about the devastation of the valley by Calif-
ornia writers and journalists. Some of the titles very fit-
tingly describe the conditions. One article, which appeared 
in the San Francisco Ca,ll, names it "The Yalley of Broken 
Hearts", another author calls it "The Acadia of California", 
j another "The End of the Trail". \'Jill Rogers in 1932 came 
~--~~==~~~~~=-~-==-~==~~==~~~~~~~~~----------
' into the valley to make a picture and, through his daily 
! 
article, informed the nation: 
Ten years ago this was a wonderful valley with one-
quarter ofa million acres of fruit and alfalfa. Eut Los 
Angeles had to have more water for its Chamber of Commerce 
to drink more toasts to its growth, more water. to dilute 
its orange juice, and more water for its geraniums to de-
light the tourists, while the giant cottonwoods have died. 
So, now this is the valley of desolation.l 
Those who support the policy of the city of Los Angeles 
argue that the greatest good for the greatest number has 
been achieved and that tl1e property owners have been given 
a fair price for their property. The answer to the first 
argumen·t is that the greatest good for the greatest number 
has not been accomplished because of the bj.ggest engineer-
ing blunder committed in the valley, that is, the construc-
tion of the (;25, 000,000 aqueduct without adequate storage 
above the intalce. A nwnber of surveys have been made show-
ing that if flood waters had been stored and conserved 














there would have been enough to keep the·aqueduct full and 
at the same time furnish vmter for the irrigation of the 
valley. Owens Valley should not have been destroyed. 
The answer to the second argwnent is that there are 
some values which cannot be estimated in dollars and cents. 
In every comnunity there would be some families who would 
be glad to move on but others who want to remain. Many of 
the families who are leaving Owens Valley do it very reluc-
if-. ----.... · =a~n<+tty-. -&Jme-o-r-tt.--em-"v-e-re-----b-o-rn-a-nd.-ra-i-s-ed-s:a----ths-ae-~e-s-t-he.y-'-----
~ 
J 
have sold. In some cases their father or grandfather had 
cleared the land amid the danger of Indian warfare. This 
was their home in the land and among the people theyunder-
stood and loved. The mere payment of so much per acre or 
so much per lot,_or so much for the cost of the boards and 
nails and paint in their dwelling, did not compensate for 
what they surrendered. r.Tany of them who have left have 
wandered from one location to another. Some of them come 
back· after a fen years in another co:mmuni ty, and yet when 
they return and see the destruction they are sorry. Yet 
in some cases they would rather live in a deserted Owens 
Valley than in any other community. Throughout the state 
of California every year there are a munber of Inyo picnics. 
Former Inyo residents get together and taU: of the happy 
days in O•.vens Valley. 
In 1929 the water board made the statement to the Com-
mi. ttee of Ten tlla t the city did not intend to drive out 
any· permanent population and that they would lease property 
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justified in saying that "the City of the Angels moved 
through this valley like a devastating plague. It was 
ruthless; stupid, cruel, and crooked. It deliberately 
ruined Owens Valley". This is why we say that dollars can-
not repay the people-of Owens Valley for what they were 
forced to give up. These verses which appeared in the 
March issue of Inyo Trails, written by Dorothy c. Cra·gen, 
picture "A Deserted Inyo Home". 
The tall, gray poplar from its height 
Bends dmm and whispers low 
To the broken gate that stands ajar 
Or swings gently to and fro. 
It tells of days when a rambling house 
Topped the rolling plain 
And pattering feet dashed in and out 
In sunshine or in rain. 
Of cowboys wrangling the surging mass 
That milled and stamped and lowed, 
Of days that gave no hint of change 
As swiftly on they flov1ed~ 
The tall, gray poplar sways and sighs 
For days that used to be, 
And the-flapping gate that stands ajar 
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